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introduction
This Mind Yourself Resource Pack is a
companion publication to the Mind Yourself:
The Mental Health and Wellbeing Reading
Guide which was produced in response to the
pandemic in 2020. The guide was a ‘first-aid kit’
for worries, sadness, loneliness, anxiety and any
number of feelings, and hopefully a great many
young readers found relief and solace in seeing
their lives reflected on the page and gained an
understanding of what others may be quietly
going through.
For this resource, we have taken twenty-one of
these titles and explored them further, creating
a useful guide for ages 0–12, with questions,
activities and other suggested resources. The
age ranges attached to each title are a suggested
guideline: you will know your class or reading
group better. Very often the suggested activities
are suitable for all ages, even when the book itself
is recommended for older or younger readers (and
remember older children gain great benefits by
reading picturebooks – so don’t be afraid to use
all the titles for older groups). You could always
run the activity ‘without’ the book, or use it
to complement your exploration of an entirely
different book altogether.

The range of activities varies from arts and
crafts to games, thought experiments, sensory
exploration, mood check-ins and more. Some are
individual, some collective, indoors or outdoors.
Some will leave something physical behind;
others will have an effect that is less tangible.
During the pandemic, the sense of isolation,
loneliness and disconnection has been a struggle
for everyone, but particularly for children for
whom education and social contact with their
peers ceased without warning. The books in this
pack were chosen for their great artistic merit,
and also for the connections they allow young
readers to make: they present, each in their own
way, a chance for their audience to recognise,
validate and perhaps transform their feelings.
This pack is designed for adults to help
children navigate the very rough waters of these
unprecedented times and beyond. It is a tool
for when children need a little help with feeling
calm, safe and happy, with reminding they are
connected, with knowing they are heard and
loved. We hope you find it useful.

This resource is complemented by six companion
videos including:
·

‘Creating Sensor y Stories’
with Sadhbh Devlin

·

‘Análú Balúin’
le Máire Zepf

·

‘Doodle Squares’
with Chris Judge

·

‘Stor y telling’
with Oein DeBhairduin

·

‘Creating Characters’
with A shwin Chacko

·

‘Ar tists’ Sensor y Warm-Up’
with Juliette Saumande

which can be accessed here.

Elaina Ryan
CEO Children’s Books Ireland
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Rachel Rooney and Zehra Hicks

THE PROBLEM WITH PROBLEMS
ANDERSEN PRESS , PAPERBACK , 32PP, ISBN 9781783 4 49071
SUITABLE FOR ALL AGES

About the book
Problems are given physical shape in this fun and useful book. Appearing as strange monsters, problems are shown to
come in all shapes and sizes. They can pop up any where, at any time, and everyone has some.
Despite the seriousness of the topic, humour can be found throughout the great rhyming text and in the bright, whimsical
illustrations. Most importantly, the book shows children how to deal with problems, especially by sharing them. This
is a great resource for parents, guardians and teachers to have when they suspect a child is having a tough time with
something.

Great for talking about
•

Sharing problems

•

Worr y

•

Self-expression

MIND YOURSELF RESOURCE PACK
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Before you read
1. What is going on in the picture on the front cover? And on the back cover?
2. What are the strange creatures in the illustration? Do they look happy or sad or angry or anything else?
3. Do the children look happy to see the creatures? How can you tell? And why do you think that is?

As you read
We meet lots of problems in this book, but they are never named and almost never speak. Pick various problems as you read and
ask the children to use words to describe what each one is. For example: ‘this problem is when my shoelaces get in a tangle’; ‘this
problem is when I drop my ice-cream on the ground’; and so on. Is it possible to explain them all?
1. This book gives lots of tricks for dealing with problems. Keep track of them all!
2. Is there any where that is problem-free?
3. What do you notice about the text on p. 6? Why do you think it’s like this?
4. ‘Don’t ask it to play.’ What do you think would happen if you did? Would it really be ‘play’ for you? What about for
the problem?
5. What’s happened to the problems on pp. 23 – 4? Can you see them any where?

After you have read
1. So what is the problem with problems? And what are the solutions?
2. What do you think of the creatures in this book (the problems)? Do they look scary to you? Or do they look
friendly? Funny? Anything else? Is it a good idea to turn problems into characters?
3. ‘Maybe it isn’t a problem for you.’ Look at the problems featured in this book. Which is the worst problem for you?
Is it the same for everyone in the class? You could have a vote or make a graph to show what different people feel.
4. Did you enjoy this book? How many paint splotches out of five would you give it?

5
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AC TIVIT Y – Blow your problems away!
All ages, individual and collective, indoors or outdoors
45 – 60 minutes
Materials:
•

Plenty of paper to go round (ideally watercolour paper)

•

Water-based paint

•

One straw each

•

One paint brush each

•

Eye stickers or googly eyes

•

Markers

•

1 x cardboard box for the class

Session 1: Explain what deep breathing is (you could watch ‘Análú Balúin’ le Máire Zepf/‘Balloon Breathing’ exercise with
Máire Zepf, as Gaeilge) and how it can help us feel calm and grounded when problems are pestering us. Practise with the
class before starting art making.
Now look at the book ’s endpapers. What would happen if we added eyes to the blobs of paint? Could we create more
monsters? What about creating our own monsters from scratch? Invite each child to drop watery paint on their paper with
their brush. Don’t rub the paint in! Ask them to blow deep breaths on the paint with their straw. The paint will scatter
across the paper, creating interesting shapes. Repeat the process to create lots of different monsters.
Session 2: When the monsters have dried, encourage the children to give them arms, legs, wings – whatever they want!
Get them to think about their monsters’ facial expressions: are they friendly, scary, silly …?
Session 3: Make a slit in the front of the cardboard box. Cut out all the monsters and stick them on the box: you now
have a class worry monster! You can invite the children to write or draw their problems on a piece of paper and pop it in
the monster’s ‘mouth’. You can then take a look at what comes in and help the children deal with it accordingly.
Notes:

• This activity is great fun and potentially quite messy, so you might consider doing the blowing outdoors!
• Check out this short blogpost on how to use worry monsters in the classroom from Irish Primary Teacher.
Other activities to tr y
Call it by name. Invite the children to pick a ‘mystery’ problem from the book. What is this problem? What does it do?
Can they give it a name? What does it eat? How does it grow? Does it come with other problems? What are they like? And
how might they get rid of them all?
A new point of view. Let’s turn this book on its head! What would solutions look like if they were creatures?

Extra resources
• Check out The Worrying Worries by the same creators for their whimsical approach to a particular type of ‘problem’.
• Try My Monster and Me by Nadiya Hussain and Ella Bailey for another great take on the problem-turned-creature
idea.

• Watch ‘Análú Balúin’ le Máire Zepf/‘Balloon Breathing’ exercise with Máire Zepf (as Gaeilge) for some deep
breathing practice.

• Explore this brilliant playlist of clips about social and emotional problem-solving from Sesame Street.
•

Why not have some fun with Ashwin Chacko’s ‘Creating Characters’ video

MIND YOURSELF RESOURCE PACK
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Gemma Breathnach agus maisithe ag Tarsila Krüse

PERCY PÉACÓG

FUTA FATA , CLÚDACH BOG , 32LCH, ISBN 9781910945 414
OIRIÚNACH DO PHÁISTÍ 3–8

Eolas faoin leabhar
Seo scéal gleoite faoi phéacóg chúthail. Ní maith le Percy aird a tharraingt air féin agus tagann náire air faoina eireaball
mór ildaite. Scéal cumhachtach simplí é seo a dhéanann plé ar dheacrachtaí páistí agus iad ag tosú ar scoil. Tugann an
scéal teachtaireacht dhearfach do pháistí gur chóir na rudaí atá speisialta fúthu a cheiliúradh. Tá dathanna mealltacha
geala in úsáid síos tríd an leabhar. Tá nasc éifeachtach idir an téacs agus na híomhánna; gluaiseann siad le chéile ó thús
deireadh an scéil. Leanaimid Percy, carachtar atá faiteach ach a léiríonn crógacht agus féinmhuinín faoi dheireadh an
scéil. Beidh sé iontach furasta do pháistí ionbhá a dhéanamh leis.

Is scéal maith é chun an méid seo a leanas a phlé
•

Buanna speisialta an pháiste

•

An éagsúlacht atá idir daoine

•

Mothúcháin náire agus bróid

•

Mothúcháin a bhaineann le tosú ar scoil

7
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Sula dtosaíonn tú ag léamh
1. Ar chlúdach an leabhair, tá an teideal ‘Percy Péacóg’. Féach ar an bpéacóg álainn ildaite. Cad iad na dathanna a
f heiceann tú ar a eireaball? An bhfaca tú riamh péacóg?
2. Tá eireaball speisialta ar Percy. Eireaball ildate a chabhraíonn leis. Cén bua speisialta atá agatsa?

Le linn duit a bheith ag léamh
1.

Lch 1. Tá Percy i gcúl an bhus scoile. An bhfuil sé ag caint le haon duine? Cén fáth, meas tú?

2. Lch 2. Cad a f heiceann an tiománaí san aer? Cad a tharlóidh anois?
3. Lch 5. Tá an rang ag caint faoi na buanna atá acu. Léigh an leathanach agus déan geáitsí do gach bua, ag snámh,
mar shampla.
4. Lgh 7 agus 8. Cad a tharla d’eireaball Percy?
5. Oscail lch 10. An bhfuil áthas ar Percy? An bhfuil náire air? Cén fáth?
6. Lch 13. Déan na geáitsí le Percy agus é ag iarraidh an t-eireaball a choimeád faoi smacht.
7.

Oscail lch 16. Feicim carr ag teacht. N’f headair cad a tharlóidh?

Tar éis duit é a léamh
1.

Tá Percy buartha faoina eireaball speisialta. An raibh buairt mar sin ortsa riamh?

2. Ar chuala tú an focal ‘péacach’ riamh? Cad is brí leis?
3. An cuimhin leat do chéad lá ar scoil? Ar bhraith tú cosúil le Percy? Tabhair comhairle do Percy agus é ag tosú ar
scoil. Bain úsáid as roinnt de na nathanna cabhracha seo a leanas:
Tóg leat …
Ná bí buartha faoi …
Abair leis an múinteoir …
Abair le do chairde …

MIND YOURSELF RESOURCE PACK
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GNÍOMHAÍOCHT: Scairf den Scoth!
Oiriúnach do gach aois
25 nóiméad
Ábhair atá ag teastáil:
•

Seanphíosaí éadaigh

•

Fabraic agus snáithín

•

Cleití

•

Páipéar

•

Gliú

•

Siosúr

Scairf den Scoth. Tá tú chun scairf álainn a chur le chéile do Percy, scairf a oirfidh dá eireaball ildaite. Cé na dathanna a
roghnóidh tú? An mbeidh sé geal nó dorcha? An mbeidh meascán de dhathanna ann?
Téigh timpeall do bhaile. An bhfeiceann tú aon olann nó aon phíosa éadaigh is féidir leat a ghearradh suas? An bhfuil
páipéar daite agat?
Greamaigh na píosaí éadaigh den pháipéar. Gearr amach go cúramach é!
Seó Faisin. Sula mbeidh Percy sásta an clóca nua a chaitheamh, bain triail as tú féin! Cuir ort é agus féach an bhfuil sé
éasca é a chaitheamh. Cá rachaidh tú agus an scairf speisialta seo ort?

Gníomhaíochtaí Eile
• Breathnaigh ar an scéal Percy Péacóg á léamh (tosaíonn sé ag nóiméad a 8)
• Críochnaigh an rabhlóg
Piocann Percy Péacóg píosaí …

• D’f hoghlaim Percy sa scéal seo gur chóir dó a bheith bródúil as na rudaí speisalta a bhaineann leis. Aimsigh
grianghraf atá agat de lá speisialta i do shaol. Taispeáin é do chara leat agus inis dóibh faoi.

Áiseanna Breise
Éist le hagallamh ina bhfuil páistí óga ag léamh agus ag plé Percy Péacóg. An aontaíonn tú leo?
Breathnaigh ar ghrianghraif de na péacóga i Zú Bhaile Átha Cliath. An bhfaca tú péacóga sa zú riamh?
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Pippa Goodhart and Rebecca Crane

MY VERY OWN SPACE

FLYING E YE BOOKS , HARDBACK , 32PP, ISBN 9781911171126
SUITABLE FOR AGES 4– 6

About the book
Jack, a little bunny, just wants to be left in peace, but the world around him is a very busy, loud, distracting place
indeed. When life makes so many demands on your time, your attention and your physical space, what can you do?
Our resourceful bunny literally draws the line at not being able to read his favourite book. Armed with a red marker,
Jack defines a ‘space of his own’ and can finally enjoy some peace and quiet. But it is a fine line between alone-ness and
loneliness, as Jack will soon find out …
This beautifully illustrated book is perfect for children testing the boundaries of personal space and social interaction,
with a great message about when to let people in and when it’s OK to have your own space.

Great for talking about
•

Feelings

•

Personal space

•

Loneliness and connection

•

What makes us unique

MIND YOURSELF RESOURCE PACK
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Before you read
The story starts right on the cover of this book. Get the children to predict as much of the plot as they can using the visual clues
in the cover illustration and the title. If they need a little encouragement, guide them with questions such as ‘What’s going on in
this picture?’ ‘Whose story is it?’ ‘How do they feel?’ ‘What might be their problem?’
Every time they give an answer, ask them to back up their hypothesis with something they can see in the picture: ‘What makes
you say that?’ ‘How can you tell?’

As you read
Make sure to pause and share the title page: the story continues right there!
The pages of this book are very busy, but there is no narrator to tell us what is going on. Read the book aloud once yourself: read
the text, make the sound effects, but refrain from adding words to the pictures. Simply point at the action and let the children
absorb it all.
When you read it a second time, invite the children to be the narrators and describe what is going on. Point out anything major
that might be left out of their narration (especially facial expressions), but keep your interventions to the form of questions
(‘What’s going on here?’ ‘What about this bunny?’). You can still read the text, but you may be surplus to requirements at that
point!

After you have read
1.

What is Jack ’s problem? What is his solution? Does it work?

2.

What happens when Jack finally gets to read his book? What do you think he says to the aliens?

3.

What happens when Jack finishes his book? How does he feel then?

4.

Compare the pictures on pp. 1–2 (the ‘SHUSH!’ page) and p. 14 ( Jack behind his line on his own and all the other
bunnies going on about their day in the opposite corner). What differences do you see?

5.

Compare Jack ’s description of life on Earth (p. 12) to his thoughts on p. 15. Can you see any differences? Any
similarities? Is Jack ’s problem the same now?

6.

What is the bunny in blue’s solution? Is it bold? Is it clever? Why do you think Jack changes his mind?

7.

Is Jack ’s problem solved in the end? Do you think it works?

8.

Have you ever been in Jack ’s position? What did you do about it? Do you think Jack ’s idea could work for you? Do
you have other suggestions?

9.

Have you ever been in the position of any of the other rabbits? What was it like?

10. Lines are used to great effect in this book. How many different kinds can you spot? Why do you think they are
all different? What are they made of ? Are they real? On pp. 21–22, the rabbits show lots of different ways of using
those ‘lines’. Can you think of any more?
11. Did you enjoy this book? How many space rockets out of five would you give it?

11
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AC TIVIT Y – Join the people dots
All ages, collective, indoors or outdoors
30 – 40 minutes and then lots of mindful colouring time
Materials:
•

2 x A3 sheets of paper stuck together to make one big sheet per pod

•

1 black marker per child

•

Coloured markers, crayons, pencils, etc.

This activity is all about celebrating our uniqueness and making connections with others.
Before the session, prepare a list of simple questions that you will ask the kids in class. Things like: ‘Who here has at least
one brother?’ ‘Who here has an A in their name?’ ‘Who here is wearing black socks?’ ‘Who here loves broccoli?’ ‘Who here
has been to Mars?’ You want to provoke a mixture of answers: all the kids answer ‘me’, none of the kids answer ‘me’ and
some do and some don’t.
Place a big sheet of paper in the middle of each pod so each kid can access it easily enough. Give each child a black
marker.
Explain that you will be playing the easiest quiz game in the world: they know the answers to all the questions and there
is no wrong answer!
Start with a straightforward question and ask each child to answer for themselves. Designate a writer in each pod to draw a
line from each of the kids who answered ‘me’ to the first question. They can ‘ join the dots’ in any order they like, to make
any pattern they like.
Move on to the second question and be sure to designate a new writer in each pod every time. As the game goes on,
the paper will get covered in strange patterns and the kids will discover new things about each other and make new
connections with their peers. Work breaks in to the game to talk about any surprises that may arise.
When you feel you have played for long enough (and before the paper is completely covered in black), you can invite the
children to colour in between the black lines. These unique mandalas should make for hours of colouring fun and calm.
Notes:

• Next time you play, you could invite the children to come up with their own questions.
• You could play this outdoors using chalk for the connecting lines and either coloured chalk or natural elements
(leaves, conkers etc.) for ‘colouring in’.

Other activities to tr y
My very own checklist. What would you keep to hand in your very own space? On a piece of paper, draw out your space
(What colour will you use? What kind of line?) and then draw or write your favourite things inside: a great game, a
brilliant book, a special teddy, a photo, a football, a swimsuit, a pet, a slice of cake … You decide! Keep your picture or
list to hand, and make sure to take a look at it whenever the world feels a bit too much.
Go minimalist. Challenge the class to retell the story using only bits of wool and string. Break up the story in moments,
then assign a colour to each character that you want to represent. How could you represent their feelings? Could you tie
knots? Tighten the string? Shake it? Cut it? ... Have fun!

Extra resources
• Try other fun and thoughtful books by Pippa Goodhart (All Sorts, illustrated by Emily Rand; Fair Shares, illustrated
by Augusta Kirkwood) and Rebecca Crane (Barkley).

•

Explore when lines become borders and walls with readers aged 6 –12: Don’t Cross the Line! by Isabel Minhos Martins
and Bernardo P. Carvalho; Dear Mr President by Sophie Siers and Anne Villeneuve.

MIND YOURSELF RESOURCE PACK
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Marion Deuchars

BOB’S BLUE PERIOD
L AURENCE KING PUBLISHING , HARDBACK , 32PP, ISBN 9781786270702
SUITABLE FOR AGES 4–7

About the Book
Best friends Bob and Bat do everything together, but their absolutely favourite thing to do with one another is painting.
One day Bat has to go away and Bob feels so lost he literally gets the blues. No matter what he paints, everything comes
out blue. And the blue takes hold outside of the paintings too. How can Bob bring colour back into his world?
This is a sweet story about feeling down and lonely, and how friends brighten up our lives. A charming and engaging read,
ideal for sparking conversations around sadness, loneliness and missing friends. The fun and playful illustrations celebrate
creativity while also highlighting the beauty of the world in all its glorious colour.

Great for talking about
•

Sadness, loneliness and missing friends

•

Friendship

•

Self-expression and ar t

13
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Before you read
1.

Who is Bob? What other characters do you think this book might be about?

2.

What colours can you spot on the cover?

3.

What is a period? Can it be a colour? What can the title mean?

As you read
4.

How does Bob feel when Bat goes away? How does it show?

5.

What does Bob do about it? But what happens with his paintings? Why?

6.

Why does Owl ‘shudder’ when looking at Bob’s blue paintings?

7.

On p. 15, what’s happening to Bob’s beak?

8.

What is Bob’s friends’ idea to help him? Does it work?

9.

What do you notice about Bob and his house the next morning?

10. Why was Bat away?
11. Is everything back to normal in the end?

After you have read
12. The colour blue slowly takes over the pictures. Keep track of it! When does it reach a peak? Does it affect only
Bob?
13. ‘There was a big blue hole where Bat used to be.’ What does this mean? And why do you think Bob paints
everything blue and not red or pink or black, for example?
14. ‘I quite liked your blue period,’ says Bat at the end. What does Bat mean? Can ‘blue period’ mean more than one
thing?
15. Endpapers are the very first two and very last two pages of a book, right against the front and back covers.
Illustrators often use them to help tell the story. Look at the front and back endpapers in Bob’s Blue Period. What
do you notice? What would have been a good picture to have on the back endpapers? Draw it!
16. Did you like this book? How many purple bananas would you give it out of five?

MIND YOURSELF RESOURCE PACK
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AC TIVIT Y – A rainbow of feelings
All ages, individual and collective, indoors
60 minutes
Materials:
•

Paper

•

Coloured pencils, crayons or markers

•

Scissors

‘Feeling blue’, ‘seeing red’, ‘green with envy’ … Can the class come up with other expressions linking feelings with
colours? Keep a record of their suggestions on the board.
But who says blue has to be sad and red angry? Maybe somebody in the class thinks orange is the happiest colour because
it’s the colour of their favourite top and oranges are full of vitamins? Maybe gold gives them sad thoughts because it
reminds them of empty chocolate boxes? Or it might even make them feel sick (if they ate all the chocolate)?
Go over each colour (or give a colour to each pod to work on) and ask the children to think of personal connections they
can make with it. For example: ‘Black is …’: ‘my old cat’, ‘my baby brother’s eyes’, ‘my itchy jumper’, ‘bits of the banana in
my lunchbox’. Encourage them to draw their ideas using only the colour they’re working on.
What feelings or emotions can the kids associate with each of those connections? For example: ‘When I pet my cat I
feel warm and cosy’; ‘When I wear my jumper I’m itchy and antsy.’ Label the pictures accordingly (‘happy’, ‘sad’, ‘cosy’,
‘angry’) and cut around each.
You can now create a brand-new rainbow. Ask the kids to help organise it by colour or by emotion. Can they find big
similarities between all the ideas? Big differences?
Note: With older kids, you could try and create new expressions using their experiences with various colours. For example:
‘I itched black when I fell in the nettles’; ‘the fire was cosy as a black cat’; ‘I ate so much chocolate I looked gold’; ‘I’m
orange with happiness today.’

Other activities to tr y
Famous blues. Bob isn’t the only artist with a ‘blue period’ or a special relationship with the colour blue. Look into
Picasso, the lapis lazuli works of the Ancient Egyptians, Hokusai, Yves Klein, Louise Bourgeois or cyanotype art (sun
printing). Find some more artists and a bit about the science behind blue pigments from Art UK’s ‘Colour in Art: A Brief
History of Blue Pigment’.
Blue scavenger hunt. Brainstorm things that are blue with the class. What can they think of ? Keep a record of their
ideas. Here is the challenge: to keep their eyes peeled for other things around them (in school, at home, any where) that
are blue. Add to the list as they notice more things and encourage the kids to take and share photos of their blue finds.
You can then make a collage of many shades of blue to display on a screen or wall – your own patch of blue sky!

Extra resources
• Try the fun Bob’s Blue Period art activities and resources from the publisher’s website or meet Bob again in Bob the
Artist or Bob Goes Pop!

• With older kids, explore the book The Colours of History: How Colours Shaped the World by Clive Gifford and
Marc-Étienne Peintre (ages 8–12).
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Gaia Cornwall

JABARI JUMPS
WALKER BOOKS , PAPERBACK , 32PP, ISBN 9781406380873
SUITABLE FOR AGES 4–7

About the book
Jabari has done his lessons and passed his swimming test, and he insists he is ready to jump off the diving board at his
local pool. But that board is high, and maybe Jabari needs a tiny rest first, and to do some stretches and … Thankfully,
Jabari’s father recognises the hesitancy and mixed feelings that Jabari refuses to acknowledge aloud.
In this tender portrait of a parent gently guiding their child to process intertwined feelings of apprehension and
excitement, the gentle text makes effective use of rhythm and repetition, while the soft mixed-media illustrations play
with perspective, enabling the reader to empathise with Jabari’s shifting emotions.

Great for talking about
•

Fear and braver y

•

Risk-taking and challenging yourself

•

People who suppor t you

•

Inclusivity

•

Water play and summer fun
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Before you read
1.

Take a look at the cover. Where and when do you think the story is set?

2.

What does the title say Jabari is doing? What does the picture show? Is it the same thing?

3.

What do you think is going to happen?

As you read
This is a great book to practise predicting once it becomes clear that Jabari is uncertain about jumping. Ask the class if they
think he will or not.
1.

The story starts (wordlessly) on the title page. Don’t forget to look at it!

2.

What is Jabari’s plan for today? Why?

3.

Why does Jabari squeeze his dad’s hand?

4.

Why does he let the other kids go first?

5.

When does he finally feel ready? What does he do then?

6.

What do you think will happen next?

After you have read
1.

How does Jabari really feel about jumping off the diving board? Does he ever say it? Why do you think that is?

2.

What tricks does Jabari try before jumping? Which one works in the end?

3.

Jabari’s dad is always there to help and support him. List all the ways he does this.

4.

Have you ever been in Jabari’s situation? What were you nervous about? And what did you do about it?

5.

Did you enjoy this book? How many double backf lips out of five would you give it?

17
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AC TIVIT Y – Make a sensor y stor y
All ages, collective, indoors or outdoors
60 minutes
Materials:
•

The book

•

Whatever your brainstorming suggests

Sensory story time is a wonderful way of making a book or story come to life. It’s also great for engaging sensory and/or
kinaesthetic learners. Just make sure to tailor the sensory elements to what suits your audience and co-creators. Find tips
and inspiration in this video, ‘Creating Sensory Stories’ by Sadhbh Devlin.
Go through Jabari Jumps together, looking at it from a sensory perspective. If you were Jabari what would you see, hear,
feel, smell, touch when you get to the pool, when you climb the ladder, when you stand on the board, when you splash in
the water …? Don’t forget Jabari’s stretches, big breaths and big jump! Make a list and decide on the most important items
on it.
Now brainstorm together: what do you have to hand that you could use to represent each item on your list? Could you
blow bubbles in a cup for the water lapping against the poolside? Slap the f lat of your hands against a desk for the sound
of f lip-f lops? Open a window for the sound of city traffic? What could you use for the feel of the tall ladder or the rough
edge of the board? And what moves might you need at different points in the story?
Gather your materials and begin telling your sensory story all together. You may decide to read from the book or tell the
story in your own words: up to you! After you’ve practised a few times, you could perform for another class or for anyone
with particular sensory needs.
Note: This sneak peek video for Jabari Jumps might give you some interesting ideas!

Other activities to tr y
Newsprint city. Take a look at the way Gaia Cornwall created the city buildings in the book. What do you notice? Could
you create your house, your school, your town using the same technique? Give it a go!
Board-Towel-Goggles. Reinvent the traditional game of Rock-Paper-Scissors with items from Jabari Jumps! Agree together
on which item trumps which and on a hand signal for each. Then set everybody ‘swimming’ in a delineated space. When
you shout ‘Jabari jump!’ each player finds their nearest partner and plays one round of ‘Board-Towel-Goggles’. Whoever
wins must jump, and whoever loses curls up in a ball; in case of a tie, both players do stretches!

Extra resources
• Read this interview with Gaia Cornwall about why she wrote Jabari Jumps or read Jabari Tries by the same author.
• Check out these fun activities on Gaia Cornwall’s website (scroll all the way down and click on Extras) or try this
Tandem Storytime Activity Guide to find out how to make Jabari action dice!

• Watch this great video by Deirdre Sullivan for Poetry Ireland about how to turn a poem or picturebook into a
sensory story OR ‘Creating Sensory Stories’ with Sadhbh Devlin

MIND YOURSELF RESOURCE PACK
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Pamela Butchart and Kate Hindley

JEREMY WORRIED ABOUT THE WIND
NOS Y CROW, PAPERBACK , 32PP, ISBN 9781788007 757
SUITABLE FOR AGES 4–7

About the book
Poor Jeremy is a compulsive worrier: he worries about coat zips, spotty bananas, evil squirrels and, of course, the wind.
When he meets Maggie, who doesn’t worry about anything, he wants to protect her. Unfortunately, his big unzipped coat
and a very blustery wind blow him on the most unbelievable adventures. So maybe he didn’t worry for nothing after all …
This hysterically funny story about irrational fears relies on the successful combination of what the text says and what the
pictures show. Hindley’s comedic caricatures and Butchart’s rib-tickling tale make this a book that will be read again and
again. Picturebook brilliance!

Great for talking about
•

Worr y and anxiety

•

Risk assessment and risk-taking

•

Likely vs unlikely

•

Humour
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Before you read
1. There is a lot going on on the front cover! What can you spot?
2. What is happening to Jeremy in the picture? How does it make him feel?
3. Why do you think he worries about the wind? Does it make sense?
4. Look at the way the title is placed on the cover. What do you notice?

As you read
In this book the illustrations often show us what the text doesn’t say. Take a moment to make that connection as you read. For
instance, the text doesn’t tell us what happened when Jeremy zipped up his coat, but the pictures give us clues.
Pick a few of Jeremy’s worries as you read aloud and ask the class what specifically he is worried about or, in Maggie’s words,
‘ what’s the worst that could happen’ if he did eat a spotty banana, met an evil squirrel, etc. Does the class think it’s likely to
happen?
1. Don’t forget the credits and title pages: the story starts there!
2. Why does Jeremy want to ‘keep Maggie out of serious danger’? Does it work?
3. What does happen eventually with the wind? And how does Jeremy feel about it in the end?
4. What do you think will happen next? Look at the back endpapers – there may be some clues there!
After you have read
1. Are Jeremy’s worries reasonable? Are any ever likely to happen in real life?
2. What does Jeremy do about his worries? Does it work? What would have happened if he had zipped up his coat?
3. Pick three words to describe Maggie’s character. Do you think she needs Jeremy’s help or protection?
4. Make a list of Jeremy’s worst worries at the beginning. Can you spot any of them in the pictures after the wind
carries him off ?
5. Was Jeremy right to worry about all these things? Does he change his mind at the end?
6. Once Jeremy has been blown away and until he comes back to Maggie, what do you notice about the text and the
pictures? Why do you think this part of the book is different to the rest of it?
7. Do you think the sledge, the narwhal, the pirates and so on really happened?
8. Look at Jeremy’s facial expression and body language at the beginning of the book. How would you describe it?
Does it change at any point? Why?
9. Did you enjoy this book? How many spotty bananas out of five would you give it?

MIND YOURSELF RESOURCE PACK
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AC TIVIT Y – The worst board game
All ages, collective, indoors (or outdoors!)
60 minutes for design and creation, plus playing time
Materials:
•

1 x sheet of A3 paper per pod

•

Markers

•

Buttons, rubbers, paper clips or anything you have to use as game pieces

•

Dice

You are going to create a board-game version of Jeremy. Decide together on the shape for your board or use something like
this game-board template from Tim’s Printables as your base.
Brainstorm with the class about worries and fears, explaining that they can be reasonable or unreasonable. You can
include some of Jeremy’s worries! Choose your ‘favourite’ worries and allocate them a space on the board, leaving a few
empty spaces here and there. You can write in the name of the worry or illustrate it or both. Mark your start and finish as
well.
Fill the empty spaces with either rewards (chances to reroll or ladders leading further along the board) or setbacks (for
example, ‘Do your W IDE EYES and skip a turn’).
To play, each player rolls the die in turn. When they land on a worry, they have a choice: either they play it safe and stay
where they are, or they take a risk and reroll. If they get an even number, they move forward by whatever the die says; if
they get an odd number, they move back by whatever the die says. When they land on a reward or setback box, they do
what it says in the box.
The winner is the first to make it to the finish!
Note: With older kids, the choice could be between playing it safe and imagining the absolute worst that could happen in
relation to the worry they have landed on. If they can make the other players smile or laugh, they get to reroll and keep
moving.

More activities to tr y
Design and build a weather vane. What are weather vanes for? Where can you find them? What is an anemometer?
Look at Jeremy’s ‘weather dial’. Could you come up with your own version? What would you use and how would you tie it
together? Design, build and test your instrument and keep track of the wind.
Funny weather. The wind in this book carries lots of random things from odd socks to scarf-wearing worms and pots
of glue! Imagine a place where this was real weather: you might have burnt toast storms or it might rain teddies …
Invent your own wild weather and present your weather report. You will need a (made-up) map, pictures of the strange
meteorological phenomena and your best TV presenter look!

Extra resources
• Try more laugh-out-loud funny books by the author and illustrator of Jeremy, such as Never Tickle a Tiger by Pamela
Butchart (illustrated by Marc Boutavant) or You Must Bring a Hat by Kate Hindley (written by Simon Philip).

• Explore Met Éireann’s great educational resources and watch the Irish wind forecast – it’s mesmerising!
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Davina Bell and Allison Colpoys

ALL THE WAYS TO BE SMART
SCRIBE PUBLIC ATIONS , HARDBACK , 32PP, ISBN 9781911617556
SUITABLE FOR AGES 4–8

About the book
This is a great big hug of a book. It affirms, empowers and loves children exactly as they are. R hyme and simple language
evoke childhood experiences. Different kinds of intelligence are explored: emotional intelligence, creativity, selfawareness, physical prowess, critical thinking, scientific curiosity and more. Art, cooking, gardening, dinosaurs, space,
but also sharing, looking after others and empathy; knowing but also learning and making mistakes: all of these areas of
expertise and skills are recognised, validated and celebrated in smile-inducing technicolour.
Care is taken to avoid perfectionism – the children’s drawings are not exceptional or precise; there is no medal, award
or proud onlooker on any page. This leaves the children free to engage on their own terms with something they love.
Brilliant!

Great for talking about
•

Celebrating individuality

•

Different skills and interests

•

Process over product

•

Putting a smile on your face
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Before you read
1. What does it mean to be smart? Can there be more than one way?
2. In what ways might the characters on the cover be smart? Are any of them surprising to you?

As you read
So many ways to be smart are featured in this book that there is a good chance everyone in the class will recognise themselves
in one or more of them. You could suggest that anybody who recognises themselves put their hand up as you read or mime the
action, but in silence, so as not to interrupt the first reading. You are not entering into a conversation just yet.
There will also be things that nobody or very few kids can do (clicking fingers, for example). Maybe you could schedule a practice
session?

After you have read
1. Were you surprised by any of the ways to be smart? Can you think of others?
2. Which one(s) are yours?
3. Can you match each kind of smartness in the book with people you know in real life? Could you have a kind of
show-and-tell in class where each person could present their special smartness?
4. Is there a kind of smartness you are not very good at but would like to improve? Could somebody in the class or at
home show you how?
5. According to this book, you don’t have to know lots of things to be smart. Do you agree? Can you find an example
(or more!) of when you can be smart even when you don’t know something?
6. Look at the first and last images of the book. What differences can you spot?
7. Did you enjoy this book? How many paper planes out of five would you give it?
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AC TIVIT Y – Compliment bombing
All ages, collective, outdoors is best!
30 – 45 minutes of art making, hours of compliment making
Materials:
•

Big roll of paper

•

Liquid watercolour

•

Washing-up liquid

•

Bubble-blowing wands

•

Contact paper (adhesive)

•

Whiteboard marker

This activity is a way to illustrate and celebrate the fact that ‘Every hour of every day / We are smart in our own special
way’. It’s also messy and fun!
Session 1: Mix the paint and washing-up liquid and stir, but not too much. Invite the children to dip their wands in the
paint mixture and blow bubbles towards the paper. As they land, the bubbles will make cool patterns and splotches. Lots
of bubbles will also just drift and that’s fun too, but that is why this activity is best done outdoors! Let the kids bubblepaint for as long as they want.
Session 2: When the paint has dried, cover it with contact paper and display the work in class. Now everyone has a
mission: over the next while, they must catch someone being smart. Every time they do, they should compliment the
person on exactly how smart they are (‘You are great at dancing’, ‘You are so smart with your kitten’, ‘You’re so good at
knowing your Pokémon’ and so on) and make a note of it on the bubble artwork using the whiteboard marker, either in
writing or with a picture. There’s no need to write the name of the person, just the way they were smart. How many acts
of smartness and how many compliments can the class tally in a school day? In twenty-four hours? When you’re done, you
can erase the writing and drawing, and your compliment-bombing site is ready for another round.
How does everyone feel after such an activity? The compliment makers and the receivers of compliments?

Other activities to tr y
Smile! Have you noticed how many characters in this book are smiling, either because they are doing something they love
or because they are watching someone doing something they love? Smiling is a great way to relax and feel good, even when
you maybe don’t feel like smiling. Why not try some of the ‘Facial Yoga Exercises for a Smiling You’ at the Art of Living
website or Liliana DeLeo’s laughter yoga session?
So many colours! All the Ways to be Smart is full of glorious colours. Sometimes it can be hard to see life in full colour, so
to help with that, have a go at building a kaleidoscope with artist Jen O’Brien and the Chester Beatty Library.

Extra resources
•
Explore the resources on the publisher’s website including the Feelings Pack, or you could try
Everyone’s the Smartest, a book of poetry by Contra and Ulla Saa.

•

Davina Bell and Allison Colpoys based the idea for their book on Howard Gardner’s multiple intelligence theory.
Check out this kid-friendly poster about multiple intelligences from Mother Goose Time.

MIND YOURSELF RESOURCE PACK
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Diwa Tharan Sanders and Nerina Canzi

K AYA’S HEART SONG

L ANTANA PUBLISHING , PAPERBACK , 32PP, ISBN 9781911373070
SUITABLE FOR AGES 4–8

About the book
Kaya wonders about the tune her mama is humming as she practises yoga poses. What is this ‘heart song’ her mother
speaks of ? And why can’t Kaya hear her own? Mama promises that when the time is right, if Kaya listens, she will hear.
And indeed, when Kaya concentrates on uncurling the vines trapped around an old elephant carousel in the jungle, she
finally hears her very own heart song. The soft, rhythmic beat of Kaya’s song has a magical effect – not only on the
vibrant elephants that move in tune with her, but on Kaya’s connection to the rhythm of her own body and mind, and on
everyone she shares her song with.
A thoughtful, richly illustrated book perfect for helping little people with busy lives understand the importance of
mindfulness.

Great for talking about
•

Calming down

•

Deep listening

•

Mindfulness

•

Joy
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Before you read
Before you read the story to the class, decide how you are going to perform Kaya’s song: clapping your hands, banging and sliding
them on a desk? You might want to practise a couple of times first!
1. What colours do you spot on the cover? Does it give a clue about where the book might be set?
2. What do you think a heart song is?
3. How would you describe the character’s mood in the picture? What makes you say that?
4. What do you think the object in the top left corner is? Can you find more clues on the back cover?

As you read
1. What is Kaya trying to do? Why does it not work at the beginning?
2. What does the butterf ly do?
3. What is Pak doing in the jungle?
4. What happens when Kaya begins to clear the vines away?
5. Who can hear Kaya’s heart song? What do they do when they hear it?
6. What does Kaya promise at the end? How does she keep her promise?

After you have read
1. What is a heart song? Is it different from a song you can hear on the radio? How?
2. Look at the other children in the village when Kaya walks past. Can they hear their heart songs? Why not?
Compare this scene to what they do when they finally find Kaya and the elephant carousel. Can you think of other
reasons why it can be difficult to hear your own heart song?
3. What helps Kaya’s mind quieten down? Could you try the same things yourself ? Can you hear your heart song? Can
you share it with others?
4. Why is it important for Kaya to find her heart song? How does it make her feel?
5. Look at the first two double pages. What is Mama doing? What do you know about this activity? Can you spot
other characters trying it out elsewhere in the book?
6. There are lots of heart shapes hidden in the pictures of this book. Can you find them? Why do you think the
illustrator decided to include them?
7. Check out this National Geographic slideshow, ‘Parade of the Painted Elephants’, taken at a festival in India. If you
could paint your own elephant, what patterns and colours would you pick? Print out an elephant shape and decorate
it in your own way. As you draw, pay attention to the movement of your hand, the feel of the pencil against the
paper, the sound of your marker …
8. Did you enjoy this book? How many painted elephants out of five would you give it?

MIND YOURSELF RESOURCE PACK
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AC TIVIT Y – A book ’s heart song
All ages, collective, indoors
45 minutes
Materials:
•

The book

This book is about music, song and sound, but it’s not like a movie: we can’t hear anything when we just read it. But there
are lots of clues in the pictures to help us imagine what Kaya’s story sounds like. The class’s challenge is to find all these
clues and perform the book ’s soundtrack.
Begin by looking together at the first double spread. What in the picture should make a sound? What would you hear if
you were there – Mama and Kaya’s voices, Mama’s humming? What else? Kaya is touching some leaves – how does this
sound? What noises might come in from the window behind Mama? Ask the children to name the sounds but also to
reproduce them with what they have to hand, using their voices, bodies, desks, pencils, chairs and so on.
Repeat this process with the more exciting pages, always encouraging the class to go beyond the obvious and to make up
any sound they feel is needed. Try with the following pages: ‘Kaya leaves Mama and runs towards the jungle …’; ‘It’s an
elephant carousel!’; ‘The elephants begin to move’; ‘There is magic in the air’; and the final page.
When you have identified and practised the sounds a few times, read the whole book aloud again. For each page you read,
the kids must produce the soundtrack and stop when you turn the page. You could designate a ‘conductor’ to remind
everybody when to start and stop!
Note: This book was written when the author lived in Indonesia. Listen to the sounds of the Indonesian jungle on the
amazing Nature Soundmap website for inspiration.

Other activities to tr y
Yoga story time. Turn reading time into moving time by using yoga poses (try these simple ‘Yoga for Kids’ poses from
All Yoga Positions or try this A to Z) to tell the story. Match the postures with moments from Kaya’s story: some will be
obvious choices (tree, butterf ly, ‘easy’ pose), while you’ll have to be creative with others (using the mouse pose for the
elephants when they are ‘asleep’ and dancer pose for when they wake up, for example). Or draw your own animal pose
using Steve McCarthy’s Wild Yoga from the ImagineNation playbook.
Go on a mindfulness walk. Take the class outside and ask them to pay attention to what they can see, hear, feel and
smell. The idea is to encourage them to be present in the moment and in their surroundings rather than lost in their
thoughts. You could also encourage them to pick up leaves, sticks and so on to create an outdoors mandala from these
natural elements.

Extra resources
• Watch Diwa Tharan Sanders reading Kaya’s Heart Song and explaining how she came to write it.
• Watch episode seven, ‘Calm Books’, of At Home with Emily Arrow, as the singer-songwriter puts calm books to
music and makes up mindful songs about spring.

• Watch this video, ‘Artists’ Sensory Warm-Up’ with Juliette Saumande, to warm up bodies, senses and imaginations
before any art activity!
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Cori Doerrfeld

THE RABBIT LISTENED
SC ALLY WAG PRESS , PAPERBACK , 40PP, ISBN 9781912650149
SUITABLE FOR AGES 4–8

About the book
Taylor has been having fun building things, but then something happens and it all comes crashing down. Taylor is sad
and doesn’t know quite what to do. All the animals try to help and offer advice or solutions, from talking about it to
laughing it off to getting really, really angry. But Taylor doesn’t feel like doing any of these things, and the chicken, the
bear, the snake and all the others just leave. All of them, except the rabbit, who stays and listens as Taylor slowly deals
with what happened.
Full of beautiful illustrations and with simple, sparse text, this is a wonderful and deeply moving story that helps young
readers safely explore the many feelings and responses that might come on the heels of disappointment, sadness or tragedy.

Great for talking about
•

Recognising feelings in self and others

•

Dealing with big emotions

•

Coping strategies

•

Empathy
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Before you read
1. Looking at the cover, who do you think this story is about? Does the title give any clues? What or who do you think
the rabbit listened to?
2. Look at the two characters’ facial expressions. What do you think they each feel?
3. What kind of story do you expect from the cover? An adventure? A mystery? A fairy tale? An everyday story? A
happy/sad/exciting/slow/strange one?
4. We don’t know if Taylor is a boy or a girl. Why do you think the author did that? Does it matter?

As you read
1.

Make sure to take time to look at the title page: the story starts right there even though there is no text!

2.

Keep track of all the characters’ facial expressions: they carry a lot of the story.

3.

Find three words to describe how Taylor feels while building ‘something amazing’.

4.

What happens to what Taylor has built? How does Taylor feel afterwards? And what does Taylor do about it?

5.

All the animals have different ideas for ‘fixing’ things. What are they? What does Taylor make of them? Do you
think they are good ideas?

6.

What does each animal do when Taylor refuses their help? How do you think they feel?

7.

What is different about the rabbit?

8.

When Taylor talks to the rabbit, what do you notice?

9.

Compare the last picture (of what Taylor plans to build) with the picture of the first construction. What is the
difference?

10. What do you think might happen after the story finishes?

After you have read
1.

The angry bear, the mean and vengeful snake … each animal is matched with a particular feeling. Try and name
them all.

2.

The bear roars and wants to let its anger loose; the ostrich wants to bury its head in the ‘sand’ and pretend
nothing happened; the hyena laughs … What do you notice about each animal’s solution? Do you think they are
well matched?

3.

Does Taylor have a big or small problem to solve? Do you think the animals’ advice would work for bigger or
smaller problems?

4.

Have you ever been in Taylor’s situation? Which animal’s suggestion did you follow? Did it solve your problem?
Did it make you feel better?

5.

Have you ever been in the position of the animals: there when somebody felt really sad or disappointed? What did
you do? Which of the animals were you?

6.

A book title is meant to catch the reader’s attention and give a sense of what the book is about. It can be exciting
or mysterious or very descriptive or a mixture! What do you think of the author’s choice of title here? Why do you
think she picked it? Would you have chosen something different?

7.

How many fancy castles out of five would you give this book?
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AC TIVIT Y – ‘What I feel like’ accordion book (with pockets!)
All ages, individual, indoors
45 – 60 minutes
Materials:
•

1 x A3 sheet each

•

1 x 5cm x 15cm strip of paper or card (1/8 of A4) each or a chunky lollipop stick (15cm long minimum)

•

Pencils, crayons, markers, etc.

Ask each kid to draw themselves on the strip of paper/card or the lollipop stick.
Make the accordion book with pockets: fold the A3 lengthways, bringing the bottom third up. This will be your book ’s
pocket, running along the bottom of the whole book. Keeping the pocket at the bottom, fold the whole thing in half the
other way, then fold each half in half, and once again, until you have an accordion with 8 panels.
Open up the book, keeping the pocket closed. Invite the kids to draw a different animal from The Rabbit Listened in each
panel, above the top of the pocket. They can also write the animal’s advice if they like.
Now the children can pop their picture of themselves in the pocket that shows best what they feel they need at the time: a
listening ear, an outlet for their anger, someone to talk to …
Note: the books will stand upright if your paper is thick enough, but you can always make them sturdier by gluing a strip
of card behind the first and last panels. Those can be decorated too, like the front and back covers of a book!

Other activities to tr y
Animal who’s who. Look at how each animal physically shows the feeling it represents (body language, facial expression).
How would the kids show other feelings (‘disgusted’, ‘sad’, ‘overjoyed’, ‘impatient’)? What animals would they pair them
with? Match a couple of animals with feelings, then invite the class to think of a few more pairs individually. Ask a child
to mime one feeling/animal pairing. Can the others guess both the animal and the emotion?
Put on a show. This story really lends itself to being turned into a mini play. It has a straightforward storyline and great
scope for interesting animal costumes, and the various animals can be doubled or tripled up to ensure everyone who wants
one has a part. Children who don’t want to take to the stage can keep busy making props, narrating, working backstage
with lights, cues and so on.

Extra resources
• Watch Cori Doerrfeld reading The Rabbit Listened or read her wonderful Say Goodbye, Say Hello.
• Explore more emotions with A Book of Feelings by Amanda McCardie and Salvatore Rubbino.
• Experiment with these WikiHow ‘How to Make Bunny Ears’ tutorials to make some rabbit listening ears.
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Smriti Halls and David Litchf ield

RAIN BEFORE RAINBOWS
WALKER BOOKS , HARDBACK , 32PP, ISBN 9781406382358
SUITABLE FOR AGES 5+

About the book
A nameless girl and fox endure fog, rain and thunderstorms, rough seas and cold nights as they travel through an
unknown land. They face steep mountains, big waves and scary dragons on their journey. But no matter what challenges
come their way, they remember their dreams and they keep going, making new friends and building new hope along the
way.
This book shows the importance of strength and hope in times of fear or sorrow. The illustrations are full of movement
and colour and will fuel readers’ imaginations. The positive words and colourful images remind us all to stay hopeful
throughout troubled times, for rainbows are on their way. A heart-lifting and moving read.

Great for talking about
•

Hope in spite of diff iculties

•

Patience and resilience

•

Fears and worries
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Before you read
1. Looking at the front cover, who do you think this story is about?
2. Where do you think it is set?
3. Look carefully at the fox’s fur. What do you notice?
4. Look at the lettering of the title. Anything strange?

As you read
The pictures tell a much more specific story than the words do. The first time you read with a class, just focus on the text and let
them absorb the images on their own, before going back and unpicking ‘ what happens’ together.
1. The story starts on the front endpapers (the double-page glued to the inside of the cover) and continues on the title
page: don’t skip them!
2. Why are the fox and the girl on the move? What happened? Do you think they can go back?
3. How do they feel on pp. 1–2? How can you tell?
4. What dangers do the girl and the fox face?
5. What changes on pp. 13 –14?
6. What helps the girl and the fox on their journey?
7. What ‘treasure’ do they find?
8. Compare the back endpapers to the front endpapers. What do you notice?

After you have read
1. If you only look at the words, what do you learn about the girl and the fox? Where do you need to look for clues?
2. What is the girl wearing? Does she remind you of anyone?
3. Are the dangers and worries the girl and the fox encounter all of the same kind? Are they all physical? And are they
all real? Which are the scariest ones in your opinion?
4. Colours are very important in Rain before Rainbows. What do you notice about the colours in the first half of the
book (pp. 1–12) and in the second half (from p. 13)?
5. Compare the text on pp. 21–22 with pp. 1– 4. What do you notice? And what has changed for the girl and the fox?
What do you think the future holds for them?
6. What role does the weather play in this book? How do you understand the title now?
7. Did you enjoy this book? How many rainbows out of five would you give it?
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AC TIVIT Y – Weather check-in
All ages, individual, indoors
45 – 60 minutes
Materials:
•

1 x A3 sheet each

•

Markers and/or paint

Ahead of the session, draw a 4 x 2 chart on each A3 sheet.
Chat with the class about how in Rain before Rainbows the weather ref lects the protagonists’ states of mind. When they
are worried, fog creeps in; when they are sad, it rains; when they are hopeful, the sun shines bright.
Do the children agree with those equivalences? Maybe to them rain is exciting and snow is hopeful? Together, list various
moods and various kinds of weather to complete what appears in the book. Discuss the best way to represent fog, snow,
cloudy days, wind and so on.
Now ask each child to create their own set of weather/mood equivalences. Aim for eight pairs each, to fill the charts.
When they are ready, they can draw each weather symbol in a different section of the chart.
Use the charts to check in with the class at different times of the day. It can really help to verbalise feelings and chart how
they change over time, just as the fox and the girl find out in the book!

Other activities to tr y
Storm in a bottle. Create your own weather system! Ask the children to pop either cotton wool (for clouds) or twisted up
strips of kitchen foil (for lightning) in a clear, dry plastic bottle. Then they can add some rice (for rain) – check out ‘How
to Make Rainbow Rice’ at the Best Ideas for Kids for some extra colour – before putting the cap back on. Time to turn
the bottle upside down and watch and listen to the ‘rain’ trickle through the clouds or lightning. This simple rain stick
can have a very calming effect!
Weather words. ‘Every cloud has a silver lining’; to feel ‘under the weather’; ‘raining cats and dogs’; ‘tá an ghrian ag
scoilteach na gloch’; ‘f luich go craiceann’;‘Tá sé ag clagarnach’; ‘Cloisim an seoithín sna duilleoga’: how many sayings that
involve the weather can the class find? Do you think people in other parts of the world use the same expressions? Have a
look at James Lane’s blogpost ‘Fun and Interesting Weather Idioms from around the World’ for some fun alternatives from
other countries!

Extra resources
• Explore the expansive teachers’ notes for Rain before Rainbows on the Walker Books website or these other fun
activities.

• You could even listen to Stanley Tucci reading Rain before Rainbows on the At Home with the Walker Bear website.
• Check out the ‘Five Unusual Rainbows’ video from the UK’s Met Office!
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Máire Zepf agus maisithe ag Andrew Whitson

RITA AGUS AN DRAGÚN

AN tSNATHAID MHÓR , CLÚDACH CRUA , 4 4LCH, ISBN 9780993 474576
O I R I Ú N ACH D O PH Á I S T Í 5–8

Eolas faoin leabhar
An rud is mó ba mhaith le Rita ná dragún mar chara agus mar chomrádaí saoil aici. Éiríonn sí feargach ó am go chéile
agus tá a f hios aici gurb amhlaidh an scéal a bheadh ag dragún agus go dtuigfeadh an dragún a cuid feirge. Is scéal é seo
ina samhlaíonn príomhcharachtar an scéil, cailín óg darb ainm Rita, saol eile ar fad ina n-éalódh sí i bhfad i gcéin le cara
nua, dragún ollmhór dearg, agus go gcuideodh siad lena chéile bheith socair agus suaimhneach! Tá an leabhar seo lán le
spraoi agus le heachtraíocht ó thús deireadh.

Is leabhar maith é seo chun an méid seo a leanas a phlé
•

An f hearg

•

Straitéisí chun deileáil le fearg
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Sula dtosaíonn tú ag léamh
1.

Léigh an teideal ar an gclúdach. Tá cara speisialta ag Rita. Cé hé? An bhfuil áthas ar Rita? An bhfuil fearg uirthi? Cén
fáth, meas tú?

2. An raibh fearg ortsa riamh mar atá ar Rita? Cad a rinne tú?

Le linn duit a bheith ag léamh
1.

Lch 3. Lig béic asat in éineacht le Rita – Ááááááa! Cén fáth a bhfuil Rita crosta? An bhfuil na páistí eile crosta?

2. Lch 5. Cuir strainc ort mar atá ar Rita. N’f headair cad a dhéanfaidh sí anois?
3. Lch 8. Cad atá ag gobadh amach ón sneachta? Cad atá ar eolas agat faoi dhragúin? Cad a thagann amach óna mbéal?
An mbíonn áthas orthu? An mbíonn fearg orthu?
4. Lgh 9 agus 10. Cad iad na cosúlachtaí idir Rita agus an dragún? Cad iad na difríochtaí eatarthu?
5. Lch 11. Lig béic asat in éineacht leis an dragún – Ráááarrrr! Ar lig tú béic mar sin asat riamh roimhe? Cathain? Cén
fáth?
6. Lgh 13 agus 14. Cad a thagann amach ó bhéal an dragúin nuair a ligeann sé béic as? Conas mar a mhothaíonn na
daoine eile?
7.

Lgh 15 agus 16. Bí ag greadadh d’eireabaill is do chos in éineacht leis an dragún.

8. Lch 17. Cad a tharlaíonn tar éis don dragún a bheith ag béiceadh agus ag greadadh cos? An dtarlaíonn sé sin duitse
choíche?
9.

Lch 19. Tá siad ag dul ag eitilt anois. Cá rachaidh siad, meas tú?

10. Lch 27. Múineann Rita don dragún conas análú go mall. Tóg trí anáil mhóra léi. A haon, a dó, a trí.
11. Lch 29. Cad a dhéanann an dragún leis na lasracha an uair seo?
12. Lgh 35 agus 36. Conas mar a mhothaíonn Rita anois?

Tar éis duit é a léamh
1.

Conas a chuaigh Rita i ngleic lena cuid feirge? An dóigh leat gur straitéis mhaith í sin?

2. Tá fearg an domhain ar Rita sa scéal seo. Tosaíonn sí ag labhairt leis an dragún faoin méid atá ag cur as di. Lig ort gur
tusa Rita. Cad a déarfaidh tú leis an dragún? Bain úsáid as na nathanna samplacha seo a leanas:
Tá fearg orm, fearg an domhain!
Tá gach rud ag cur as dom!
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GNÍOMHAÍOCHTAÍ: Rita ar an tSealchathaoir
Oiriúnach do gach aois
25 nóiméad
Ábhair atá ag teastáil:
•

Marcóirí/Cailc

•

Páipéir

•

Rolla páipéir leithris

•

Liathróid leadóige/f locas cadáis

•

Téip ghreamaitheach

•

Cathaoir chompordach

Na Mílte Mothúchán. Bhí fearg ar Rita sa scéal seo. An féidir leat smaoineamh ar aon nathanna eile a chuireann síos ar
Rita? Tá sí crosta! Tá sí ar buile!
Ceisteanna Cineálta. Tar aníos le cúpla ceist le cur ar Rita, mar shampla, cén fáth a bhfuil fearg ort? Conas is féidir liom
cabhrú leat?
Ag Ullmhú don Agallamh. Sula gcuireann tú na ceisteanna seo ar Rita, ullmhaigh do mhicreafón! Greamaigh an
liathróid leadóige den rolla páipéir leithris, nó cuir an f locas cadáis ar an mbarr. Tá micreafón breá agat anois! Tá tú réidh
chun na ceisteanna sin a chur ar Rita.
Sealchathaoir. Tabhair deis do pháiste amháin suí go compordach ar an tsealchathaoir. Ligfidh an páiste sin orthu gur
Rita atá iontu. Cuirfidh na daoine eile a gcuid ceisteanna ar Rita.

Gníomhaíochtaí Eile
Straitéisí Suaimhneacha. Tar éis an t-agallamh a chur ar Rita, tá tú chun straitéisí suaimhneacha a mholadh di.
Tóg amach an píosa páipéir agus na marcóirí. Roghnaigh cúpla straitéis shuaimhneach di. Ansin cuir in ord tosaíochta
iad, mar shampla:
Tóg anáil mhór
Comhairigh go dtí 10
Is féidir na straitéisí suaimhneacha seo a chur ar crochadh ar an gcuisneoir nó i do sheomra codlata. Bain triail astu an
chéad uair eile a bhíonn fearg ort.
Dragúin agus Athbhliain na Síne. Ar ghlac tú páirt riamh i gceiliúradh Athbhliain na Síne? An bhfuil aon rud ar eolas
agat faoi? An bhfaca tú riamh dragún mar chuid den cheiliúradh sin?
Déan amach cairt ABC – Ar Eolas Agam, Ba mhaith liom foghlaim faoi, Cad a d’f hoghlaim mé?
Líon isteach an t-eolas atá agat cheana féin faoi A. Ansin smaoinigh ar chuid B. Cad ba mhaith leat foghlaim faoi?
Le duine sa bhaile, déan taighde ar an gceiliúradh seo agus ar ról an dragúin ann. Bain úsáid as an alt seo le faoi
Athbhliain na Síne mar threoir.
Nuair a bheidh eolas bailithe agat, cuir i gcuid C é.

Áiseanna Eile
•

Is féidir cleachtas beag aireachais a dhéanamh le páistí tar éis duit an leabhar seo a léamh, mar shampla, ceann ó
Tabhair Aire Duit Féin le Ann-Marie Ireland agus Fionnuala Cloke nó Éist leis an Spéir le Elaine Harris agus Emily
Veale.

•

Bain triail as cleachtas aireachais. Breathnaigh ar an bhfíseán iontach seo de chleachtas análaithe.
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Delphine Perret, translated by Antony Shugaar

A BEAR NAMED BJORN

GECKO PRESS , HARDBACK , 6 4PP, ISBN 97817 76572694
SUITABLE FOR AGES 5 –9

About the book
Bjorn the bear lives in the forest, in a cave that suits him perfectly, with just enough space for him to sleep and eat
and think. His friends, everyone from the rabbit to the fox to the weasel, have their own routines and they look out for
each other, always ready to spend time together. The short, highly illustrated chapters show Bjorn and co. receive an
unexpected gift, dress up as humans, get their medical check-up from Owl, wait for winter and sometimes do nothing at
all.
Delphine Perret’s quirky book is a quiet, beautiful and gently humorous series of vignettes about living your best life and
creating a balance between time spent together and time for yourself.

Great for talking about
•

Relationships with others

•

Knowing one’s own mind

•

Appreciating the little things

•

Slowing down

•

The senses
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Before you read

‘It’s Time’
1. What is it ‘time’ for?
2. How does Bjorn know? Why does he need to check?
Who helps him?
3. Was he right or wrong?
4. Once he knows for sure, Bjorn ‘sets about his bear
business’. What is it?
5. Why do you think all his friends come to check that
he’s ready?
6. Is this a good story to end the book on?

1.

What can you tell about Bjorn from the front cover?
What can you guess about the story in general?
2. Flick the pages of this book. Do you notice anything
unusual? Why do you think the creators of the book
made that choice?

As you read
‘The Sofa’
1. Where did the sofa come from? Do we know enough
to tell? Does it matter?
2. Why is Bjorn embarrassed when the rabbit arrives?
3. What does Bjorn think about the sofa at the
beginning? Why? Does his opinion change?
4. Why does he say ‘Um, sure. It’s great to have a sofa’?
5. Everybody seems to want that sofa. But what happens
to it in the end? Do you think it’s a good solution?
How does Bjorn feel now?

After you have read
1.

2. Are Bjorn’s friends good friends? In Bjorn’s
experience, what is the best thing about his friends?
What is the worst? And in your experience?

‘The Carnival’
1. What is the fox’s idea? What is special about it?
2. This story starts with Bjorn, but very quickly lots of
other animals are involved. Keep track of them!
3. Is the carnival a success? What is its most important
consequence?
4. ‘The forest people like to show just how civilised they
are.’ What do you make of the last sentence of the
story?
5. Is there any difference between humans and animals
in Bjorn’s world?

3. ‘Often Bjorn does nothing at all, but he is never
bored.’ Does this make sense to you? Are you
sometimes bored? Is boredom a good or bad thing?
Can it be both?
4. Bjorn is the only woodland creature to have a name.
Why do you think that is? Find out what the name
‘Bjorn’ means.
5. Did you enjoy this book? How many blueberry pies
out of five would you give it?

‘Nothing’
1. What happens in this story? One big thing? Lots of
little things? Nothing at all?
2. Bjorn spends a lot of time eating and looking at
things. Make a list of what he sees and what he
munches on.
3. Keep track of the passage of time in this story. What
happens ‘when the day is done’? Why?
‘The Present’
1. How does Bjorn use Ramona’s present? Is it what you
expected?
2. Bjorn’s friends think he’s very lucky when he gets
something new (see p. 5 and p. 30). What is the
difference between this present and the prize from
‘The Sofa’?
3. What gifts does Bjorn think of ? List their qualities
and their problems. Why is Bjorn’s final idea perfect?
‘Glasses’
1. What do you think of Owl’s ideas?
2. What is the result of Bjorn’s check-up this year?
3. What is Owl’s solution? Does it work?
4. Why does Bjorn decide not to wear the glasses? Does
it make sense to you?
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Bjorn loves to live in the moment. He is very attentive
to what is right under his snout and to what his senses
tell him. Find examples in the stories of how Bjorn
uses his smell, sight, taste, touch and hearing.
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AC TIVIT Y – Build your human cave
Ages 5 –12, individual, indoors
90 minutes
Materials:
•

1 cereal box per child

•

Paper

•

Scissors

•

Glue and tape

•

Old magazines, newspapers, catalogues, etc.

•

Pencils, markers, etc.

•

Optional: odds and ends (bottle caps, corks, buttons, string etc.)

Bjorn loves his cave where everything is just so. Invite the children to think about their own ideal space. What would it
look like, sound like, smell like, feel like? What would be in it? Who would be allowed in and when? What would not be
in it?
Share the magazines and catalogues, and ask each child to cut out any objects and furniture they want to feature in their
‘cave’. If there is something they want but can’t find, they can draw a picture of it.
Get the children to cut out the whole back panel of their cereal box. They can now stick their elements on it.
Now it’s time to open up the cave and cut out the front panel of the box, leaving a margin all around (say 3cm). Tape the
decorated back panel back on.
The kids can finish off their cave by adding elements on the ‘f loor’ and ‘ceiling’; they can use the front panel as a f lap to
open and close it; they can add themselves inside; and so on.

Other activities to tr y
Blind test time. Would your class pass Owl’s check-up? Set them this test to find out. Gather different items for the kids
to identify in different containers that they can’t see into. Select your items so that each of the senses is involved: various
foods for taste, objects with interesting textures for touch (Lego, feathers, slime, squishies, tape, beads), various smells
and sounds. For sight, try them with this ‘Close Up’ quiz from Lenstore.co.uk about extreme close-ups.
Good news round. Celebrate the happy little nothings that make up school life! Draw a big fruit bowl on the board, then
ask each child in turn to share one little happy thing connected to school. Invite them to draw a piece of fruit in the bowl
for each piece of news. Try not to repeat any news and keep it positive. Can your class fill up the fruit bowl?

Extra resources
•

Read about another friendly bear in Gerry Boland’s Marco Moves In.

•

For a different, beautiful exploration of the joy to be found in small things, try Things to Do by Elaine Magliaro and
Catia Chien.

•

Check out this wonderful School Map activity from the Children’s Parliament in the UK.
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Louise Greig and Júlia Sardà

SWEEP

EGMONT, PAPERBACK , 32PP, ISBN 97814052837 79
SUITABLE FOR AGES 6+

About the book
Ed finds himself in a bad mood that gets worse and worse until he is overwhelmed. The mood is represented by a pile of
leaves that grows bigger and bigger until it swallows up everyone and everything in the town.
Júlia Sardà’s beautifully detailed illustrations depict a thoughtful, quirky world completely appropriate to the subject.
The bad mood doesn’t last, and Ed learns that he has a choice. A kind and imaginative book that will help children
experiencing difficult emotions.

Great for talking about
•

Visualising bad moods and anger

•

What is within our control

•

What is not within our control

•

Having fun with leaves!
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Before you read
1.

Look at the cover. What is the character doing?

2. When do you think this book is set?
3. Where did the illustrator place the title? Is it unusual?

As you read
1.

What starts off Ed’s bad mood? How does it grow from that?

2. What does Ed’s bad mood decide to do about it? Does Ed agree? What does Ed do?
3. Is Ed’s bad mood only Ed’s problem? How do other people react? And does their reaction change over time?
4. What are the beautiful things that would normally make Ed’s heart sing? Why does he not see them?
5. How big does Ed’s bad mood get? How does he feel now?
6. What happens to change Ed’s mood?
7.

Compare the city on pp. 7–8 and pp. 17–18. What differences do you notice?

8. How does Ed feel once he looks up?
9.

At the end, has Ed learned anything? Have things changed for him? What do you think will happen next?

After you have read
1.

How is Ed’s bad mood shown in the book? List all the ways you can see it.

2. Look at the huge piles of leaves that Ed pushes around. Do you think it would be possible in real life? Does it matter?
Why did the illustrator decide to make them so big? Does it work?
3. Compare what sets off Ed’s bad mood with what turns it into a good mood. What do you notice? What or who is
different the second time round?
4. In a chart list all the bad things brought about by Ed’s tizzy and also the good things.
5. Look at the two sets of endpapers, at the beginning and at the end of the book. What do you notice?
6. Have you ever felt like Ed? Has your mood ever spiralled like that? What did you do to stop it? Share your good tricks
with your friends!
7.

Did you like this book? How many kites out of five would you give it?
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AC TIVIT Y – Look up!
All ages, individual, outdoors and indoors
45 – 60 minutes of art making, plus scavenging and drying time
Materials:
•

Scavenged leaves

•

1 x A3 sheet of coloured paper each

•

Strips of contrasting paper

•

Glue

•

Sharpies (metallic if you have them)

•

Optional: Mod Podge

•

Optional: string

Session 1: In the autumn, take a walk around nearby trees and collect the nicest leaves you see. Aim for medium-sized
ones and between 5 and 10 per child. Back in class, press the leaves so they dry f lat.
Session 2: When the leaves are ready, ask each child to think of their own ‘beautiful things’, the things that make their
own hearts sing. It could be people, pets, toys, games, food, songs … Anything goes! Now invite them to draw each thing
on a different leaf using the sharpies.
Session 3: Next, everyone can build their own kite by cutting the A3 sheet in the desired shape and adding ‘structure’
with the strips of contrasting paper. Stick the decorated leaves on the kite; add a tail with the string if using.
Finally, display all the kites high on a wall and remind everyone to look up when they feel the bad (or sad) mood coming
over them.
Notes:

•

Between sessions 2 and 3, you can coat one side of the leaves with Mod Podge and, when dry, the other side. It will
keep the leaves vibrant and f lexible.

•

The rest of the year, you can ask the children to draw various leaf shapes on coloured paper and cut them out before
sticking them to their kite.

Other activities to tr y
Within or without. Explore the idea of what is in our control (our thoughts, feelings, bodies, reactions) and what isn’t
(the weather, other people’s actions) with the class. Ask them to draw the outline of their hand on a sheet of paper and to
write or draw inside all the things they have control over. Have them list everything else outside the hand shape.
Dancing with the wind. There is a lot of movement in this book, with things being swept along, blown up and off
course, storming through Ed and through the town. Ask the children to retell the story using only movement. How do
they move if they are a leaf ? A pile or a mountain of leaves? How do they move if they are the wind? Or the kites at the
end?

Extra resources
• Check out Louise Greig’s other thoughtful and clever book Between Tick and Tock (with Ashling Lindsay) or Júlia
Sardà’s brilliant exploration of spontaneity in The Liszts (with Kyo Maclear).

•

Watch this clip of ‘My Favourite Things’ from The Sound of Music and compare the class’s ‘favourite things’ with
Maria’s.
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Tom Percival

DREAM TEAM: AT TACK OF THE HEEBIE JEEBIES
M ACMILL AN CHILDREN ’ S BOOKS , PAPERBACK , 188PP, ISBN 978152902915 4
SUITABLE FOR AGES 6 –11

About the book
Erika has the overwhelming feeling that her life is not fair and it’s all her baby brother’s fault. Or her parents’ fault. In
any case, it’s not her fault. When she goes to sleep after a bad day, the nightmares begin and she becomes stranded in the
Dreamscape with a mob of Heebie Jeebies to contend with, not to mention the sinister shadow of an Angermare. Help
comes in the form of the Dream Team – Erika’s only hope to get home.
In this engaging and imaginative story, Tom Percival explores anger and worry through adventure and a riotous cast of
characters. The illustrations enhance the reader’s experience, bringing Erika’s Dreamscape to life with depth and colour.

Great for talking about
•

Anger, jealousy and unfairness

•

Not being controlled by your emotions
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Before you read

Chapters 9 –11

1.

1.

What is a Heebie Jeebie? Can you see them on the
cover?

2. Look at the heading for Chapter 11. Compare it with
the headings for all the chapters before. What do you
notice? What do you think it means?

2. Who might the Dream Team be? What do you think
they do?
3. Pick three words to describe the kind of story you
expect from the cover.

3. Why does Erika’s attitude towards Beastling change in
Chapter 11?

As you read

Chapters 12–14

Point out the play on font and how it might change how the
text is read. Try different voices and tones!

1.

Be sure to take in the pictures: they help visualising the
fantasy elements and add great atmosphere.

3. What has changed when Erika goes home?
4. What is Randall’s last word to Erika before he goes to
bed? What do you make of it?

Why is Erika in a bad mood at the start of the story?
What does she feel is not fair? Do you agree?

5. What do you think will happen when Erika falls
asleep again?

2. How does she try to solve her problem? Does it work?
3. A number of mysteries appear from Chapter 2. Make
a list!

After you have read

4. What do we learn about Heebie Jeebies? Does it match
what we were expecting from the title and front cover?

1.

5. How does Beastling communicate? Is there another
character in the book who doesn’t speak in ‘proper’
words?

Who is part of the Dream Team? What is its job?

2. What is an Angermare? Why did it appear in Erika’s
sleep?

3. The Dreamscape, the Outer Sectors, the Barren Zone …
It’s a complex place! Could you draw a map of it?

3. Look at the posters of the Heebie Jeebies on p. 63.
Do they match what we know about them? Compare
them to the picture of Beastling on p. 28. How would
a person feel towards a Heebie Jeebie if they had never
met one and only knew them from the posters? Now
look at pp. 74–5. Is your opinion of Heebie Jeebies the
same?

4. There are lots of interesting creatures in this book.
But those living in the Barren Zone are not named.
Look at the picture on p. 102 and invent names for
them.
5. Did you enjoy this book? How many dream crystals
out of five would you give it?

Chapters 6 – 8
1.

Who lives in the Barren Zone? Do you think they
enjoy it? How does it show?

2. What else do we learn about the Angermare in these
chapters?
3. On pp. 106 –12, the pages are black with white text.
Why do you think that is? And is it the same reason
for pp.106 –9 and for pp. 110 –12?
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Sometimes Erika hates being angry, sometimes she
loves it. Make a chart with the good things about
anger and the bad things too.

2. Angermare, Anxietymare, ‘troubling thoughts circling
like sharks … waiting to attack ’ – some emotions are
shown as negative and as enemies that must be fought
off, destroyed or driven away. Does it work? What
does Erika learn for herself that she can then teach the
Dream Team?

Chapters 3 –5
1.

What happens when Erika meets the Angermare
again? What tactics does she try to stop it? What
works in the end?

2. What is Beastling’s last message for Erika?

Chapters 1–2
1.

What ruins the Dream Team’s plan? What makes it
even worse?
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AC TIVIT Y – Let there be light!
All ages, individual, indoors
45 – 60 minutes
Materials:
•

1 x see-through zipped plastic folder each (about A4 size)

•

Permanent markers

•

1 x A5 sheet of white card or construction paper each

•

1 x piece of black paper (same size as plastic folder) each

•

Scissors

Invite the children to draw their own version of the Dreamscape on the outside of the plastic folder. They should feel free
to make it as magic or scary as they like, but should include plenty of detail.
Because the Dreamscape mostly occurs at night, you need to darken things: ask the kids to slip the black paper inside the
folder. Their picture should now be barely visible.
Next, get everyone to draw and cut out a f lashlight on the white card. The f lashlight should be ‘on’ – it should include a
light beam.
Now we can throw some light on the Dreamscape: simply slip the f lashlight between the picture and the black sheet. The
white card will pick out any part of the picture that falls within the light beam. Magic!

Other activities to tr y
A picture worth a thousand words? How does Beastling communicate? Can we still understand him? Try spending an
hour (or a day!) ‘speaking’ like Beastling? Do people understand you? How does it make you feel when they don’t?
Trump cards. List all the creatures and characters that appear in the book and create a series of trump cards for them.
Make sure to include their name, type, the place or time where they can be found, their special talent, their strengths and
weaknesses and anything else you think is useful. Could you invent a game to play with your cards?

Extra resources
• Watch Tom Percival read every chapter of Dream Team: Attack of the Heebie Jeebies on YouTube, have a go at the
discussion notes from the publishers or try the other book in the Dream Team series: A Case of the Jitters.

•

Look up Billy and the Mini Monsters by Zanna Davidson and Melanie Williamson, or for a different take on anger,
check out A Swarm of Bees by Lemony Snicket and Rilla Alexander.
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Kathr yn Cave and Nick Maland

YOU’ VE GOT DRAGONS

PIMPERNEL PRESS , PAPERBACK , 32PP, ISBN 9780993107818
SUITABLE FOR AGES 6 –12

About the book
Fears and worries sneak up on people all the time. Just like dragons. Some people will tell you they’re not real, but you
know different. You will try many tricks to get rid of them: some may work for a while; others might make it worse.
Eventually, though, you need to believe that the dragons will go away.
The author’s light tone never makes light of the fear: it makes it manageable. Clever illustrations show giant dragons
hiding in plain sight of others. Not always scary – just not welcome. A lovely book that even older children could find
useful to confront the very real anxieties of our uncertain world.

Great for talking about
•

Worries, anxiety

•

Fear

•

Sadness

•

Knowing you are not alone

•

Coping mechanisms
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Before you read
1.

What can you see on the cover?

2. What do you know about dragons?
3. What do you think of this dragon? Does it look scary? Friendly? Worrying? Menacing?
4. How do you think the child character on the cover feels about it?
5. Look at the title. Do you have dragons? What can it mean to ‘have dragons’?

As you read
For some kids, you may have to pause early enough in the reading and work out together what it means to ‘ have dragons’. Try to
spark the conversation with questions and to let the children come to their own understanding by themselves as much as possible.
If they need more nudging, you might ask things like: ‘Is getting dragons the same as getting a problem? A worry? A disease?’
1.

Look at the title page. Where does it look like the book is set? Do you think it’s going to be about you after all?

2. There are lots of dragons in this book. Some are hiding but visible. See how many you can spot.
3. Is it pleasant to get dragons?
4. Who does it happen to? And why?
5. Ben’s problem page: is Ben’s advice useful? What about his top tips?
6. What happens in the end? Why?
7.

What might happen next? And what might Ben (or you!) do then?

After you have read
1.

What does it mean to ‘have dragons’ then? Why do you think the author chose dragons to tell the story?

2. How does having dragons make you feel in your body?
3. List all the solutions suggested in this book. Do they all work or at least help a bit?
4. Compare pp. 1–2 with pp. 25–26. What is different?
5. Keep track of the passage of time in the illustrations (time of day and seasons). What do you notice?
6. What do you think of the ‘ancient dragon wisdom’ at the end? Do these dragons look scary? ‘They don’t all mean us
harm’: what do you make of that?
7.

Have you ever had dragons yourself ? Are dragons a good choice to express how it felt? ‘They don’t always LOOK like
dragons’: what else could they look like?

8. What would you ask Ben, ‘the world’s greatest expert on having dragons’? Or could you be the expert and answer
someone else’s questions?
9.

Did you enjoy this book? How many hugs out of five would you give it?
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AC TIVIT Y – Dragons and guardians
All ages, collective, outdoors or in a big hall
As long or as quick as you want
Materials:
•

Strips of fabric or paper to make dragon ‘tails’ for half the kids

•

1 bucket per team

•

30 items of treasure per team (bottle tops, marker caps, crayons etc.)

Designate a referee and decide how long you want the game to last.
Split your group in teams of at least six players. Each team has an equal number of dragons and guardians. The dragons
wear ‘tails’ (strip of fabric tucked in their clothes at the back). Each team has a bucket full of ‘treasure’. Make sure every
team has the same amount of treasure before you start.
The aim for each team is to take treasure from another team’s bucket and put it in their own stash. Dragons sneak up to
the other team’s bucket and steal one piece of treasure at a time. If a guardian from another team yanks their tail off, the
dragon must surrender their treasure to get their tail back. The dragon must go back to base to put their tail back on and
the guardian can drop their piece of treasure in their team’s bucket.
At the end of the allocated time, call all dragons and guardians to a halt and count how much treasure each team has
managed to hang on to.
Note: Nobody can ‘sit’ on their team’s treasure bucket. Make sure all dragons on a treasure run are wearing their tails and
that they carry only one item of treasure at a time.

Other activities to tr y
Get to know your dragon. Is it big, small, medium? Does it have scales, wings, claws, teeth? What’s its name? Does it
breathe fire or something else? When does it appear? What makes it grow? Write it all down on a piece of paper, then
follow Ben’s top tips and draw it underneath. Flip your paper over and write 3 jokes to make it laugh.
Dragon sausages. When dragons take hold, you can’t think of anything else … like in a game of sausages. In that game,
one player asks questions and the other must answer, saying only ‘sausages’ and keeping a straight face. If they smile or
laugh, their turn ends and positions are swapped. Give it a dragon twist! ‘What do you brush your teeth with?’ ‘Dragon
sausages.’ ‘What’s your best friend called?’ ‘Dragon sausages.’ Have fun!

Extra resources
• Try the discussion and activity ideas for You’ve Got Dragons from the Peachtree website.
•

Take a look at the presentation for an inclusive production of You’ve Got Dragons by Taking Flight Theatre.
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Karmelo C. Iribarren and Riya Chowdhur y, translated by Lawrence Schimel

POEMS THE WIND BLEW IN

THE EMM A PRESS , PAPERBACK , 76PP, ISBN 9781912915316
SUITABLE FOR AGES 8+

About the book
A plastic bag that dreams of becoming a cloud, detective birds on a case, sweeping trees, weeping windows, night-time
buildings that look like giant crossword puzzles … This playful and thoughtful collection of poems places a spotlight on
the ordinary and gives a voice to everyday items.
Karmelo C. Iribarren’s poems are short but deep. They contain a viewpoint that a young reader will understand, but they
will also enlighten them on how the inspiration to write beautifully can be found every where. The collection, interspersed
with simple illustrations by Riya Chowdhury, is full of bite-sized thoughts that will leave a large mark on any young
mind, especially those of aspiring poets.

Great for talking about
•

Noticing little things

•

Putting big emotions into words

•

Tr ying different perspectives

•

Playfulness and imagination
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Before you read
Brainstorm with your class about what they think poetry looks like starting with the following questions:
1.

Can you list possible features, themes, styles?

2. Are there things you think poets never write about?
3. Where do you think poets get their ideas from? What about the author of this book? Could the title be a clue?

As you read
These poems are very short and are great for reading in bursts. Many can be linked back to things that happen during the school
day (when the wind picks up, time f lies, a train rushes by, a bird lands on a wire …), providing a perfect excuse to read them in
context. After reading a piece, give everyone time to let it sink in. Questions and connections are bound to arise.

After you have read
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Ordinary/extraordinary. The poems often start with a very ordinary, very real, potentially very boring thing and
then give it an extraordinary, impossible twist. What is the overall effect? Is it funny, strange, surprising, confusing?
Does it make sense on some level? Does it change how you look at ordinary things like streetlamps and plastic bags?
(Explore this with ‘An Ordinary Day’, ‘Plastic Bag’, ‘Short Days, Minuscule Nights’, ‘Night’.)
The voice of things. Everyday objects and natural phenomena are sharing their thoughts with us in this book. Find
some examples. Do their problems and dreams make sense for a human? Or are they just too different from the human
experience? Is it important to hear such a different voice from ours? Why? (Have a look at ‘What the Streetlight Says’,
‘And They Look So Serious’, ‘The Wind’.)
Mystery. Quite often, the author gives us glimpses of stories but never the whole thing. Take a poem and list all the
questions that come to your mind when you read it. Can you use clues in the text or picture to figure it out? Does it
matter if you can’t? How does it make you feel? Could you fill the gaps yourself and invent your own stories or poems?
(Try this with ‘This Morning in the Park ’, ‘Detective Birds’, ‘A Special Girl’.)
A ll the feelings. Are all the poems funny and light-hearted? Read the poem ‘Things of Love’ but don’t look at the
illustration. What do you think it’s about? Have you ever been in a similar situation? Did you feel the same? Now look
at the picture. Is it telling the same story? What is the effect? Finally, read the poem called ‘Sadness’. What does it
mean? Do you agree?
Did you enjoy this book? How many streetlamps out of five would you give it?
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AC TIVIT Y – I spy with my poet eyes
Suitable for ages 6 –12, individual and collective, outdoors and indoors
1 week of gathering material, 60 –90 minutes of writing and editing together
Materials:
•

Pen and paper

Tell your class that you will all spend the week with your poet eyes (and ears!) on. Every morning on the way to school,
they will have to pay particular attention to the things around them, things they wouldn’t normally notice.
Every morning, ask them to write in their copy one thing they’ve spotted on the way in. What is it? What was it doing
there? And, crucially, if it could speak, what would it say?
At the end of the week, ask the children to each pick one thing from their notes. It can be the most extravagant, the most
sensible, the funniest, the most mysterious … Let each poet decide for themselves. Next, they will need to tighten up their
text into one sentence.
Now it’s time to write a collective list poem! You could start with ‘On the way to school I met …’ or ‘Our street is …’
or, like in ‘This Morning in the Park ’, ‘You really had to see it …’ Then add each poet’s sentence. Read the poem aloud,
invite tweaks, swap-arounds, changes so that the poem f lows to everyone’s satisfaction. Bring attention to rhythm, sound,
diction and drama!

Other activities to tr y
Multilingual challenge. Ask the class to find as many ways as possible to say simple words such as ‘Mam’, ‘Dad’, ‘hello’,
‘thank you’, ‘bread’, ‘school’. Encourage them to tap into all the languages they know (even if they are not f luent in those
other languages) and into their bank of English and Irish synonyms. Which word gets the most ‘translations’? Can you
find a word that is mostly the same across languages?
Writing in the rain. On a rainy day, find windows or puddles where the kids can ‘write’ using their fingers or a stick.
Their ‘mysterious poems’ can be about anything and take any shape: nobody is going to read them, as they will disappear
almost as soon as they’re formed!

Extra resources
• Make sure to check the ‘Bonus Bits’ (pp. 58–70) for ideas for writing poems and learning some Spanish!
• For more poetry-writing tips and resources, check out the Poetry Kit by Lucinda Jacob, a free companion piece to her
book Hopscotch in the Sky illustrated by Lauren O’Neill.
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Alan Titley agus maisithe ag Peter Donnelly

SMUF

AN GÚM , CLÚDACH BOG , 6 4LCH, ISBN 9781857918236
O I R I Ú N ACH D O PH Á I S T Í 8–12

Eolas faoin leabhar
Buailimid le Smuf, coileán óg atá díbeartha óna clann agus caite amach ón gcarr ag tús an scéil. Téimid ar thuras
mothúchánach ina ndéanann Smuf iarracht grá, aire agus faoiseamh a lorg i saol atá gruama, gránna agus naimhdeach. Is
leabhar léirsteanach é seo do pháistí a thugann léargas ar an leochaileacht a bhaineann le hainmhithe agus an tábhacht a
bhaineann le haire a thabhairt dóibh. Déantar sin a dhearbhú trí scríbhneoireacht shaibhir Titley agus léaráidí bríomhara
Peter Donnelly.

Is leabhar maith é chun an méid seo a leanas a phlé
•

Cúram peataí

•

Deacrachtaí in áiteanna nua

•

Teannas sa teaghlach
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Sula dtosaíonn tú ag léamh
1. Féach ar an gclúdach. Cén cinéal madra é Smuf, meas tú? An madra baineann nó fireann atá ann?
2. An bhfuil madra agat sa bhaile? Conas a thugann tú aire don mhadra?

Le linn duit a bheith ag léamh
1. Lch 5. Caitear Smuf amach as an gcarr. Cén fáth, meas tú? An bhfuil ionadh ar Smuf ?
2. Lch 8. Déanann Smuf cur síos uirthi féin ag spraoi le Slibire. Cloiseann sí ‘plaparnach. Slup slaparnach.’ Cuir leis
na fuaimeanna seo trí litir eile a roghnú mar thúslitir, m.sh., ‘b’ go ‘blup blaparnach’. Bain triail as le gach litir den
aibítir.
3. Lch 13. Cumann Smuf ainmneacha cliste ar bholaidh faoi leith. Clitear cleatar, Hunga munga, Liobar leabar, Húm
agus hám, Hula hala. Cad iad na bolaidh sin? Athraigh céadlitir an f hocail agus cum focail nua.
4. Lch 14. Cloiseann Smuf fuaimeanna aisteacha – ‘Bhasang! Agus ceann eile. Blurúm! Zuizín!’ Céard atá ann, meas
tú? Cum ainmneacha eile do na fuaimeanna eile a chloiseann sí.
5. Lch 17. Breathnaigh ar an bpictiúr. Buaileann Smuf le scata madraí eile. Cé hiad?
6. Lch 26. Tá Smuf ag fanacht is ag fanacht. Cén fáth nach roghnaíonn na daoine daonna í a thógáil, meas tú?
7. Lch 34. ‘Bhí mé caillte. Ní raibh agam ach mo shrón.’ Scríobh amach plean do Smuf chun a bealach a dhéanamh
chuig áit shábháilte. Cé na bolaidh a gheobhaidh sí ar an mbealach?
8. Oscail leathanach 39. Tá Smuf i mbun diabhlaíochta arís. Cad a tharlóidh anois?
9. Lgh 56, 57, 58. Tagann carachtair nua isteach sa scéal. Cé hiad? An raibh tú ag súil leis sin?

Tar éis duit é a léamh
1. Bíonn Smuf go minic ag brionglóidí agus i mbun diabhlaíochta. Uaireanta ní bhíonn sí cinnte cé acu an bhrionglóid
agus cé acu an fíorshaol! (Féach siar ar leathanaigh 15 agus 16 mar leid). Cum eachtra eile di.
2. Ar chuala tú an nath cainte ‘saol an mhadra bháin’ riamh roimhe? Cad is brí leis? An dóigh leat go raibh saol an
mhadra bháin ag Smuf ? Léigh an leabhar Saol an Mhadra Bháin le Ríona Nic Congáil agus Críona Nangle.
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GNÍOMHAÍOCHT – Póstaer ar iarraidh
Oiriúnach do gach aois
25 nóiméad
Ábhair atá ag teastáil:
•

Páipéar

•

Criáin/Marcóirí/Cailc

Póstaer ar Iarraidh. Nuair a f haigheann Síofra amach go bhfuil Smuf ar iarraidh, déanann sí iarracht teacht uirthi. Déan
fógra ‘Ar Iarraidh’ chun cabhrú léi.
Cur síos cruinn ar Smuf. Conas a chuirfidh tú síos ar Smuf ? An mbeidh sé éasca í a aithint? Cad is maith léi a
dhéanamh?
Grianghraf a Roghnú. Féach tríd an leabhar arís. Roghnaigh an léaráid is fearr leat de Smuf. Déan pictiúr de agus cuir sa
phóstaer ar iarraidh é.
Dul i gCion ar an bPobal. Caithfidh Síofra a chur ina luí ar an bpobal cé chomh tábhachtach is atá Smuf. Smaoinigh ar
na heachtraí ar fad a bhí ag Smuf sa scéal. Roghnaigh ceann amháin chun scéilín a chur ar an bpóstaer.
An dtabharfaidh tú duais don duine a thagann ar Smuf ? Cén cineál duaise?

Gníomhaíochtaí Eile
1. Tuilleadh Eolais faoi Mhadraí. Cad atá ar eolas agat faoi mhadraí? Déan liosta de na fíricí atá ar eolas agat.
2. Léigh an píosa seo faoi mhadraí na hÉireann le duine fásta sa bhaile: Alt suimiúil faoi mhadraí dúchais na hÉireann
An bhfaca tú aon cheann de na madraí sin riamh roimhe?
3. Déan Googláil ar Bhus Éireann. Cén íomhá atá mar lógó aige? Cén cineál madra é? Tá Bus Éireann ag iarraidh
teacht ar mhadra eile le cur ar an mbus. Cén ceann a mholfá? Cén fáth?
4. Tearmann do Mhadraí. Níor chaith na daoine go maith le Smuf. Níor thug siad aire cheart di. Féach ar an suíomh
ISPCA (Cúram d’ainmhithe) agus ar Madra (Cúram do mhadraí). Conas a thacaíonn na heagraíochtaí seo le
madraí?
5. Cad is féidir leat a dhéanamh má thagann tú ar mhadra cosúil le Smuf ?
6. Faigh eolas amach faoi thearmann d’ainmhithe i do cheantar.

Áiseanna Breise
•

Faigh amach níos mó eolais faoin údar! Léigh an leathanach seo le duine fásta sa bhaile: Eolas faoi Alan Titley.

•

Breathnaigh ar na léaráidí a rinne Peter Donnelly sa leabhar Smuf. Cén ceann is fearr leat?
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The School of Life and Anna Doherty

BIG IDEAS FOR CURIOUS MINDS: AN INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY
THE SCHOOL OF LIFE, HARDBACK , 160PP, ISBN 9781999747145
SUITABLE FOR AGES 9+

About the book
Big ideas and traditional philosophical stories meet in the middle in this gorgeously illustrated book for children. With
accessible language, this is for every child who asks lots of questions and likes to have speculative conversations. The tone
is chatty and very relatable, and everything (from the hypothetical situations to the philosophers’ portraits) focuses on the
reader, their questions, their worries, their experiences.
By putting the child reader first and providing a great number of practical tips for knowing yourself better and living a
meaningful life, this book is a brilliant resource.

Great for talking about
•

Life’s big questions

•

Critical thinking

•

Ref lecting and debating

•

Understanding yourself and others

•

Knowing you are not strange or alone
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Before you read
1. What does it mean to be curious?
2. What can a ‘big idea’ be? What about a ‘little’ one?
3. What do you know about philosophy? Who is it about? Who is it for?

As you read
The book f lows from Idea #1 to Idea #26 but can be read in any order. Take a survey of your class: what are their big questions?
The biggest? What do they really want to know about? Use their answers to plot your course through Big Ideas for Curious
Minds.
Before launching into a chapter, ask the class what they think about the question or assertion that is the chapter’s starting
point. Do they agree with the statement? Do they have their own answer to the question? Can they see more than one side to the
problem? Or is it not even a problem for them?
Ask the children how they relate to the various scenarios suggested by the authors. Have they happened to them or someone they
know? What would they do or think if they did?

After you have read
1. What have you learned about philosophy? Who do you think it’s for now?
2. Did you change your mind on any of the topics after reading about them? Did you learn or realise anything that
surprised you?
3. How do grown-ups appear in this book?
4. As a class, fill in the list of ‘Things I would like to know more about’ and ‘A list of interesting problems’
(pp. 59 and 115). What topics come on top? Make a plan for exploring them throughout the school year.
5. Did you enjoy this book? How many lightbulbs out of five would you give it?
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AC TIVIT Y – Moving debate
Suitable for 9+, collective, indoors or outdoors
30 minutes minimum
Material:
•

Two sheets of paper

Ahead of the session, prepare a list of statements that are likely to spark a debate in your class. For example: Fortnite is
great; phones should be allowed in school; pink is only for girls. You can also get inspiration from Big Ideas.
Print or write AGR EE on one sheet and DISAGR EE on the other. Blu Tack them on a wall at each end of your space.
Before you start, explain that you are not here to agree or disagree with each other, but with the statement. Everyone has a
right to their opinion; everyone must listen to the others, without arguing.
Read the first statement and ask the kids to position themselves any where they feel like on the Agree/Disagree axis. If
they completely agree, they should stand by the AGR EE sheet; if they are on the fence, they should stay near the middle;
if they strongly disagree but can also see arguments in favour, they should go about three-quarters of the way towards
DISAGR EE; and so on.
When everyone is in place, pick a few children to explain why they are standing where they are on the axis. After hearing
a few different opinions, ask if anyone was convinced by others’ arguments and would like to move.
Repeat with other statements. You can decide to keep a record of the results as you go along.

Other activities to tr y
Good news stories. Read Idea #21 ‘The News Doesn’t Always Tell the Whole Story’ (pp. 122–5). Create your own news
outlet – it could be a podcast, a radio, a newsletter, a video or simply a notice board. The only rule is that is can only
mention good news, big and small. What good things are happening in school, in your life, in the world right now?
Art-vertise. Read Idea #22 ‘Art Is Advertising for What We Really Need’ (pp. 126 –31). What do we ‘really need’? And
which works of art are the best ads for it? Create your own art gallery to show off the most important things in life
according to you. Explore Google Arts & Culture by entering your topic in the search bar at the top and create a unique
online exhibition for all to visit.

Extra resources
• Find out more about the various philosophers and concepts presented in this book on the School of Life’s YouTube
channel.

• Try Adventures in Philosophy by Brendan O’Donoghue and Paula McGloin or watch the excellent series of videos
from Ballyroan Library’s Junior Philosophy Club.
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Luke Reynolds

FANTASTIC PEOPLE WHO DARED TO FAIL!
SIMON & SCHUSTER , PAPERBACK , 304PP, ISBN 9781471181092
SUITABLE FOR AGES 9–12

About the book
What connects J.K. Rowling, Albert Einstein, Om Prakash Gurjar, Temple Grandin and Sonia Sotomayor? Their
incredible tenacity in the face of rejection, failure and adversity. With thirty-five detailed portraits, over twenty shorter
‘Flop Files’ and lots of tiny tidbits in between, Luke Reynolds touches on the world of scientists, activists, artists,
sportspeople, explorers, entrepreneurs and more, covering figures from different backgrounds, eras, continents and
outlooks.
Having heroes is a great thing for children of all ages, but it can also be counterproductive for those of us who struggle
with our confidence or who have a tendency towards perfectionism. For children who feel the burn when they struggle
to reach their goals, this book will provide some much-needed realism as well as strong impetus to try again. There is a
wealth of information here, all of it helpfully translated into inspiration to keep on trying, regardless of the hurdles we
face.

Great for talking about
•

Failure, resilience and grit

•

Diverse role models

•

Cross-curricular links
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Before you read
1. Look at the title, Fantastic People Who Dared to Fail. Is there anything surprising about it?
2. What does failure mean? Can you think of examples?
3. Is failing a matter of ‘daring’, of bravery?
4. Do you often see the word ‘failure’ on a book cover? Why do you think that is?
5. Who do you think might feature in this book?

As you read
Reading this book cover to cover is a big ask, as there is a lot to take in. Fortunately, the format lends itself really well to
dipping in and out. You could try a bingo approach to plot your course through Fantastic People.

Someone you’ve
heard about before

A politician
or activist

Someone you find
when you open the
book at random

Someone
who is dead

An artist

An explorer

An entertainer

Someone from a
different continent

Someone with the
same initial(s) as you

A scientist
or inventor

A sportsperson

Someone who is
still alive

A kid or teen

Someone you’ve
never heard about
before

A business person

After you have read
1. Different kinds of failure are faced by the people featured in this book. How many can you name?
2. Is failure always/ever a bad thing? Has your understanding of it changed after reading this book?
3. What does it mean to be ‘successful’?
4. Were you inspired by a particular figure when reading this book? Who was it and what did you find so inspiring?
5. How does each chapter start? Did you enjoy this aspect of the book?
6. Do you think this book has missed anyone? Who would you include?
7. Did you enjoy this book? How much on the success-o-metre would you give it from zero to five?
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AC TIVIT Y – Your own motto
Ages 9 –12, individual, indoors
45 – 60 minutes
Materials:

•
•
•
•
•

The book
Internet connection
Paper
Markers
Access to computers and a printer

This book is peppered with inspirational quotes by these ‘fantastic people’; they are handily highlighted throughout.
Invite each child to f lick through the book and pick their favourite quote or section of a quote. In pairs or small groups,
get them to discuss their choices. Who is it from? Why did they pick it? How does it apply to their lives?
Before displaying everyone’s mottos, think together about what effect each child wants their quote to achieve. Is it to give
the viewer hope, energy, a warning and so on?
Watch this TEDx Talk, ‘Wake up & Smell the Fonts’, by Sarah Hyndman about the power of font to tell a story, and have
a look at this poster, ‘The Psychology behind Font Choices’. Now think about this: does the following quote by Frida
Kahlo convey the same message in these different types?

I paint my own reality.

			

I paint my own realit y. 			

I paint my own reality.
I paint my own reality.

I paint my own reality 			 I

paint my own reality.

What if you changed the colour? Would the effect be different too?
Ask each child to type their quote in a Word document a few times in different fonts. Which one do they think works best
for what they are trying to say?
Print out the chosen mottos in the chosen fonts and get the children to add colour and any elements they feel is needed
for maximum impact. Display everything on your class wonder wall!
Note: if you don’t have access to enough computers, use the class one to show one quote in several fonts and encourage the
children to imitate by hand the one they like.

Other activities to tr y
Autobiography, two ways. Fast forward a few years: congrats – you are going to be featured in the sequel to this book!
Write your autobiography, first as a piece-of-cake story, just like Luke Reynolds begins each chapter. Then write the true
story of your achievements, including any difficulties you’ve encountered along the way. Haven’t had any major successes
or epic failures yet? Make them up! Watch Oein DeBhairduin’s ‘Storytelling’ video for inspiration.
Failure-o-metre. Bad luck, injustice, adversity … there can be many causes behind ‘failure’. But failure also comes in
different shapes and sizes, from a small mishap to an epic disaster. Think about different levels of failure then design your
own failure-o-metre. Next time something goes wrong, check your metre: where would you place this event on your scale?

Extra resources
• Read Marcia Williams’s highly illustrated Children Who Changed the World: Incredible True Stories About Children’s
Rights!; the inspiring Young Heroes by Lula Bridgeport; or the incredibly powerful The Undefeated by Kwame
Alexander and Kadir Nelson.

• Try this Hot Seat game from Children’s Parliament, where each kid projects themselves ten years into the future,
doing their ‘dream job’ and being interviewed by their peers.
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Sara Lundberg, translated by B. J. Epstein

THE BIRD WITHIN ME

BOOK ISL AND, HARDBACK , 128PP, ISBN 9781911496151
S U ITA B L E FO R AG E S 10+

About the book
Berta is twelve and she lives on a small farm in Sweden at a time when the path for girls is very clearly drawn from an
early age. But Berta is useless at all the ‘woman’ stuff that needs doing around the house. Her forte, her passion and her
solace is art, and in her heart of hearts she secretly dreams of becoming an artist some day …
The Bird within Me engages with gender roles, familial expectations and the coldness of grief. Gorgeous illustrations
bring the story to life while the short, sensitive, almost poetic text ultimately conveys a real sense of hope. Extra material
at the back gives more context and an overview of Swedish artist Berta Hansson’s long and successful career as an artist
and anti-Apartheid activist.

Great for talking about
•

Finding your voice

•

Resisting gender, family and social pressures

•

Ar t for self-expression
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Before you read
1.

Consider the shape and size of The Bird within Me. What sort of book do you expect it to be? Will it be a novel? Nonfiction? Mostly text? Or do you expect pictures?

2. What can you predict from the front and back cover illustration? What genre or tone are you expecting? A funny
story, a sad one, a mystery, an adventure …?
3. What can the title mean? Take a moment to picture what ‘a bird within you’ might look like. Does the title give more
clues as to what to expect?

As you read
1.

There are lots of birds and lots of hands in the illustrations and in the text of this book. Keep an eye out for them!

2. At the start of the book, is Berta’s life happy or sad or both? Make a list of the people, the things and places that make
her life a happy one, and another with what brings her sadness and discomfort. How does it look overall? Come back
to these lists at the end of the book. Has anything changed?
3. ‘Ridiculous’, ‘Hopeless’, ‘Nothing special’ … What kind of words do people use to describe Berta? ‘Happy’, ‘at peace’,
‘I sketch’, ‘I draw’ … What kind of words does she use to talk about herself ?
4. Berta isn’t the only ‘odd one out’ in the village. Who else is a bit different? Are they treated the same? Why do you
think that is?
5. Make a list of Berta’s allies and her ‘enemies’. What category does her dad fit in? What do you think of the character
of the teacher? Do you know anyone like that?
6. Why does Gunna say ‘Olof [...] probably has a crush on you’? Does it explain why he did what he did? Does it excuse
anything? What do you think?
7.

What is Berta’s dream job? Why does she keep it a secret? And why does she say ‘it isn’t a real job […] Especially not
if you’re a girl.’ Do you agree? Does she?

8. ‘Sometimes, I wish I were an animal,’ Berta says. Why? How would it help? And what animal do you think she might
be? Look for possible clues in the text and pictures throughout the book.
9.

When Berta’s mum dies, what does the author–illustrator decide to show us? What’s the effect on the reader?

10. Why does Berta say her drawings are ‘childish’ and ‘ugly’ all of a sudden? What has changed? And do you agree with
her?
11. What happens with the pea soup? Why did Berta act like that? And what are the consequences? Were you surprised?
12. When Berta makes another clay bird just before graduation, the bird comes to life and f lies away. Is it possible? What
do you think it means? What happens straight afterwards? Is there a connection?
13. What do you make of the final image (just before the afterword)? What is going on there? What do you think it
means?

After you have read
1.

After reading the book, how do you understand the title now?

2. When and where do you think this is set? Use clues from the text and the pictures. In your experience, are things
different here and now? Can you see similarities between your life and Berta’s? Even though she lived in a different
time and place, can you understand Berta’s situation and feelings?
3. Do you think this is a true story or an invention? Read the afterword and the note from the publisher. Does it change
how you feel about Berta’s story?
4. What does Berta’s art do for her? What does she hope it can do for others? What about you? Can you think of a piece
of art (a painting, statue, building, piece of music, book, etc.) that has that effect on you?
5. Nature is also a refuge for Berta, somewhere she feels safe and at peace. Do you have such a special place too? And do
you have ‘allies’ like Berta does?
6. Did you enjoy this book? How many clay birds out of five would you give it?
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AC TIVIT Y – Give yourself a high f ive
Suitable for ages 8+, individual, indoors
3 x 45 –minute sessions
Materials:
•

Paper

•

Pens, etc.

•

Clay

•

Toothpicks or sticks for ‘ drawing’ in the clay

•

Paint (optional)

•

Mod Podge or PVA glue

This activity is a way to celebrate the children’s multi-faceted individualities. Working with clay is by nature tactile and
absorbing and can be very calming.
Session 1: Introduce the idea of the Chinese portrait. In this game (that has nothing to do with China!) players are asked
to imagine themselves as something else and give a reason why. For example, ‘If I were an animal, I would be a … because … ’
Play a few rounds using a different category each time: an animal, a place or a country, a hero from a book/film/game,
a colour, a kind word, a song, a food, a sport … As you play, give the children time to think and to write down their
answers (‘I would be … because …’); occasionally ask them to share with their group or the class. You might be in for
some surprises!
After a while, get everyone to draw an outline of their hand on a fresh sheet of paper.
Ask them to pick their five favourite answers from the Chinese portrait. Now they must come up with five simple pictures
to represent each of the five things and each picture must fit in the space for each finger.
Session 2: Bring out the clay! Like Berta, take time to approach it with all the senses (except taste!): look at it, imagine
how it might feel, then smell it, touch it, listen to it as you handle it …
When everyone is ready, get them to make a ball of clay by rolling it between their palms. Using the heels of their hands,
they can now f latten the ball into a circle a bit bigger than the size of their hand. Ask them to press one hand, fingers
splayed, firmly into the clay to make a good print.
Finally, let everyone reproduce their pictures in the fingers, using the toothpick. They can decide how to use the space of
the palm (to draw their face, write their name and so on). Leave it all to dry.
Session 3: You have the option of painting the work, but the children might like it better as is. Painting in the detail in
the fingers might also prove tricky. Seal with Mod Podge or PVA glue and display the hands.

Other activities to tr y
‘Lovely things, big words.’ What lovely things do people say about you? What kind, big words could you say about
others? Ask one child to stand up and ask everyone else to say one kind word about this person, one at a time. Get
somebody to write it all down. Try not to repeat a word so that the person can have a really long list of ‘lovely things’ to
keep, ‘like sheepskin around [their] heart’. You can use a thesaurus! Do this with every child in the class and enjoy the
positive vibes!
Pea soup recipe for a disaster. When Berta leaves the pea soup to burn, she’s burning away all her sad feelings, all her
frustrations and all the pretence. She’s done with hiding and lying and, ironically, it clears the air in her house. Invite
each child to write all their negative feelings on a piece of paper. They have to be as honest as they can and they don’t
have to share, but they can. Then ask them to throw them into a pot (this can be a bin, a bucket, collective or individual,
anything as long as it is tangible). Give everyone a chance to stir the ‘soup’ and then get rid of it. How does everyone feel
now?

Extra resources
• Find terrific teaching notes for The Bird Within Me by Martin Galway on the publisher’s website (free to download).
•

Explore more books about artists, such as Cloth Lullaby: The Woven Life of Louise Bourgeois by Amy Novesky and
Isabelle Arsenault, or Mister Orange by Truus Matti (about Mondrian).

•

Take a mindful and artistic break with this video, ‘Doodle Squares’ with Chris Judge, great for ages 8+.
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Sita Brahmachari and Jane Ray

WORRY ANGELS

BARRINGTON STOKE, PAPERBACK , 98PP, ISBN 9781781126950
SUITABLE FOR AGES 10+

About the book
There have been so many changes in Amy May’s young life. The family has separated from her dad; they’ve moved house;
and now, she is so filled with anxiety she can’t go to school. Thankfully there is another option: Grace’s art-house, where
Amy May gets a chance to catch her breath, work through her complicated feelings and meet Rima and her family, freshly
arrived from Syria. Through opening up and reaching out, and through art, the girls connect with each other and begin to
find peace.
This tender story addresses a number of complex issues that some young people deal with every day – family separation,
relocation, the refugee crisis – but mostly it deals with anxiety and stress. With incredible storytelling skill, Brahmachari
handles all of this seamlessly and gently, while taking the reader on a journey towards peace and understanding.

Great for talking about
•

Worr y and anxiety

•

Empathy

•

Diversity

•

Friendship and family

•

Coping mechanisms
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Before you read
1.

There is a lot of detail in the front cover illustration, but at the same time it doesn’t give very much away. What do
you expect based on the picture, the colours and the font used?

2. What can a ‘worry angel’ be?
3. Is this going to be a realistic book or a fantasy?

As you read
1.

Amy May worries about a lot of things. As you read, make a list of all the things, people, places and events that cause
her anxiety. How does her worry show itself in her body? And in her behaviour?

2. Amy May also picks up a lot of tricks and ideas for coping with worry. Keep track of them too.
3. Read about Grace’s arrival at Amy May’s door (pp. 24–5). What is so surprising about it? Does Grace sound like your
typical counsellor or teacher? Later on (pp. 43 – 4), how does Grace ‘teach’ Amy maths, English, science and so on?
What do you make of it?
4. Rima’s family comes from Syria. What do you know about that country?
5. What does Amy May decide to do with the chocolate cake? Is it surprising?
6. Why does Amy May cry when she receives the pottery sheep and the postcard from her dad?
7.

Why has Rima ‘forgotten how to smile’?

8. How does Amy May try to keep in touch with her dad? Who else does she try to create a connection with? Does she
use the same techniques?
9.

Why is Amy May’s mum worried about the new family coming in?

10. Why does Rima get upset when she tears up the newspaper? And what does she mean by ‘she wants people to see who
she is … like Amy’?
11. What do you make of the story of the two pots? What does it mean? How does it apply to Amy May? Or to her dad?
12. ‘We need more than one language to show how we feel,’ says Mrs Alam (p. 78). What new ways of communicating has
Amy May learned by spending time with people who speak a different language to hers? Does it help her in any way?
13. What is so special about Amy May’s ‘thoughts’ on p. 75? What do you think about Grace’s comment about
‘comparing’?
14. What are worry angels? How are they made? What is their purpose? What makes Grace say ‘Time to make angels’ (p.
79)?
15. Amy May calls her new school a ‘worry echo’. What does she mean by that?
16. ‘It is a very good closing and opening for us,’ says Rima at the very end. What is she talking about? What does it
mean?

After you have read
1.

Amy May associates memories and feelings with places. What feelings does she associate with Clay Cottage? With the
new ‘garden apartment’? Grace’s art-house? Her dad’s new place? And do these feelings change over the course of the
novel?

2. Nature, gardens and gardening are very important in this story. They appear in memories, in dreams and in Amy
May’s day-to-day activities. Why do you think that is? Do all these gardens play the same role?
3. One of Amy May’s problems is lack of communication: her parents don’t answer her questions, the phone line is
‘crackly’ when her dad calls, she doesn’t talk about herself to others … Can you find more examples of this lack of
communication? How does it make Amy May feel? How do the other characters react to this?
4. If you were to meet someone whom you don’t share a language with, what would be the first words you’d like to be
able to speak to them?
5. Did you enjoy this book? How many forget-me-nots would you give it out of five?
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AC TIVIT Y – Untranslatable words
Suitable for ages 10+, collective and individual, indoors
45 – 60 minutes
Materials:

•

This ‘Untranslatable Words’ PDF

•

A projector

•

Paper

•

Pens, pencils, markers, etc.

In this activity we will follow Mrs Alam’s advice and explore other languages to help us express what we feel. An
‘untranslatable’ word is a word that doesn’t have a direct equivalent in your own language. For example, in Swedish, it
takes one word, mångata, to describe ‘the light of the moon when it shines on the sea and it looks like a road’ (sixteen
words in English!).
Project this PDF about designer Anjana Iyer’s work Found in Translation and show the children the first slide, where
the definition is hidden from view. Get them to try and guess what the word means using visual clues. When they are
close enough (or completely lost!), click through to reveal the definition. Compare how many words are needed in both
languages to express the same thing.
Repeat with as many words and pictures as the children have an appetite for.
Now invite the children to think about a feeling, an occasion, a thing, a place that is so special to them that it can’t be
named with just one word in English or Irish. When they have chosen, they can forge their own word for it and draw a
picture to illustrate it.
Encourage the children to share their inventions – maybe compile a class dictionary and use the new words in everyday
conversation!
Notes:
•

If you have a very multilingual classroom, encourage the children to tap into their other languages; they’re bound to
find great ‘untranslatable’ words there!

•

If anyone is feeling stuck, you could suggest ‘adopting’ one of the words from Anjana Iyer’s project and making their
own illustration for it.

•

Another popular ‘untranslatable’ word that doesn’t make Iyer’s list is jayus (Indonesian) — ‘A joke so poorly told and
so unfunny that one cannot help but laugh.’

Other activities to tr y
(Un)comfortable silence. Amy May finally finds silence comfortable because it gives her time to understand people better
and to express herself more fully. Try listening to the silence for a few minutes. Is it truly silent? Or are there tiny noises
in the room, outside, in your own body? You could write them down or draw them on paper. Next, pair up with a buddy
and look at each other in silence for a couple of minutes. How does it go? How does it feel? Does it get more comfortable
or more awkward?
Worry dolls. Worry dolls are a Central American tradition that help children deal with worry and low mood. At night,
children tell their dolls about anything that makes them sad or worried and put them under their pillow. In the morning,
the dolls have ‘taken the worry away’. Using scraps of paper, fabric, wire and bits and bobs, make yourself a tiny doll
(between 1 and 5 cm high).

Extra resources
•

Explore the great resource pack for Worry Angels from the Barrington Stoke website.

•

Grow yourself a green head inspired by Amy May’s love of gardening using the ‘Going Green’ activity from Children’s
Books Ireland’s ‘Any-Book Book Club’ project (p. 4).

•

Find out more about the refugee experience with Children’s Books Ireland and the UN Refugee Agency’s ‘Stand with
Refugees’ reading list and ‘Refugee Reading Workshop’ activity pack.
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FURTHER RESOURCES

Mind Yourself

Hi everyone!

My name is Juliette Saumande. I’m a writer, facilitator
and translator, but most importantly, I’m your school’s
first-ever Champion of Reading!
What does it mean? It means I’m going to help you
all have fun with books of all kinds. For now, I’ll be
sharing some activities from my house to yours, but
when school reopens and we’re all settled in again, I’ll
come in and meet some of you in real life. We’ll chat,
we’ll make stories and pictures and we will (probably)
make some noise.
Until then, stay home, stay safe and I’ll see you on the
other side!
Juliette

Any-Book
Book Club

The

Boredom busters that work with
any book you have lying around

About this project

About Children’s Books Ireland

The Smurfit Kappa Foundation and
Children’s Books Ireland are working
together to support your school and will
provide great new books for your school
library as well as a Champion of Reading to
encourage reading throughout the school.
Juliette Saumande is the Champion of
Reading for Drimnagh Castle Primary
School in Dublin.

At Children’s Books Ireland, we believe that
every child should have access to the joy of
reading, regardless of their circumstances.
Our mission is to make books central to
every child’s life on the island of Ireland.
We work with families, teachers, libraries,
publishers and communities all across the
island to get books into children’s hands
and to inform adults who can make a big
impact on their reading. We advocate for
the changes Ireland needs to grow a new
generation of readers, and we support artists
so that they can make excellent work for
children and young people. Sign up to our
newsletter to stay in touch!

About the Smurfit Kappa Foundation
The aim of the Smurfit Kappa Foundation
is to fund projects in the communities in
which they operate, particularly those which
are sustainable and focus on helping children
through health and nutrition, basic care and
early education.
smurf itkappafoundation.com

childrensbooksireland.ie
#Ever yChildAReader
@KidsBooksIrel
@kidsbooksirel

A BIG thank you to Adéle O’Connor, Aidan O’Connor,
Fiadh Ryan and Sadhbh Ryan for their boundless creativity!
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Resource Pack

Specially commissioned artwork/Obair ealaíne choimisiúnaithe:

Level 6

(Suitable for Key Stage 4: Year 12,
Key Stage 5: Year 13 and Fourth Year)
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READ
THOSE? READ THESE!
AF TER DAVID WALLIA MS , DIARY OF A WIMPY KID ETC

FOLKLORE, MYTH, LEGEND

GOING GREEN

ILLNESS

AGE RANGE 5–12
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POLITICS AND Activism

POSITIVE First
Experiences

RHYME & VERSE

SHORT READS
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RE ADING LISTS
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FUNNY BOOKS
AGE RANGE 5–11
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SEACHTAIN NA GAEILGE

Guaranteed Irish

DIFFICULT CHANGES

AOIS 0–12

AGE RANGE 0–YA
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JUNIOR READERS

AGE RANGE 0–YA
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SPORT

Overcoming Fears

Mystery

Historical Fiction

AGE RANGE 0–YA

AGE RANGE 0–11

AGE RANGE 5–14

AGE RANGE 9–YA
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GRIEF

FANTASY

Different Abilities

Adventure Stories

AGE RANGE 2–YA

AGE RANGE 9–14

AGE RANGE 0–YA

AGE RANGE 7–14
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STAND
WITH REFUGEES
REFUGEE RE ADING C A MPAIGN LIST

BODY POSITIVITY

AGE RANGE 0–YA

AGE RANGE 0–YA
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for further reading,
go online to
childrensbooksireland.ie
#WithRefugees
#WorldRefugeeDay
#EveryChildaReader
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MIND YOURSELF RESOURCE PACK
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